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4 L E e 3 : _ 
You can easily tell their tracks from mice because | 

. C Z oo h shrew tracks alternate while mice are paired. | 
jureau of Hesearc, Shrews are almost frantically on the go night and 

A rustle in the leaves, a quick movement in the day, year-round, and keep up this pace apparently by 7 
grass, inch-wide tunnels mounding the snow — these alternating several hours of intense activity with ES | y =P EDT 
are usually the only clues to the whereabouts of the several hours of sleep. They don’t move far. Their lives oo | 2s See ae s Lost Hunters! oN agit 

"4 short-tailed shrew, one of Wisconsin's commonest for the most part are spent on about half an acre. aed wae we a, 4 Jim Bishop - = 
3 ___ small mammals. Its scientific name is Blarina But within their domain, life is intense. Shrews have aed 4 ; ss Getting lost in parts of the state’s rugged 

"~~ brevicauda. an unusually high metabolism, a heart rate of 760 elise Pes i = north country is no picnic. DNR's search and 
- eS This hyperactive bundle of dark grey, velvety fur beats a minute, and respiration rate of 164 a minute! : oe eo ae F y : rescue helps save lives. i 
__| has a stocky mouse-like body, pointed nose, tiny eyes They incessantly sniff out the next meal. Insects make ee = ; a il Fe 

_ and concealed ears. It belongs to the mammal group up over half their diet. The rest consists of earth- ee oe my Milwaukee’s dear deer ig j 
known as insectivores, insect-eaters. Also in this worms, snails, other soil invertebrates, vertebrates Se , 6 Richard F. Ashley Mi oe 

a » group are moles, readily distinguished from shrews by — such as salamanders and mice and some plant — = A surplus of whitetails on a small suburban t re : 
= large front feet they use for digging and by rarely material. They eat sunflower seeds in captivity (and —— . sanctuary creates a scientific, ethical and - ‘ 

being seen above ground. perhaps under my bird feeder!) er Le financial dilemma. a 
One of seven species found in Wisconsin, the In winter, they prey on meadow mice much more @ Se oe a ee 

__ short-tailed shrew occurs abundantly all over the state —_ than at other times. This shrew is the only North s - aera an . i er poe ' 
= from dry sandy dunes to deep forest, but it prefers American mammal with a toxic venom, which prob- . Es: Pog 7 : ae . 4 oO Wisconsin s famous and y it - 

‘ damp woods, marshes and the brushy edges of fields. | ably enables it to subdue prey larger than itself. On bak ; a F ’ 3a Pe historic tr ees : 7 WA SS 
- Its runways zigzag every which way under the vegeta- humans, the bite is almost ineffective, though soreness | j i ; ae j a eS carer aan LE Tah vee eon J 

tive litter, and are often underground. They frequently and burning may result. . = = i : pres : SS Wissorane Betis ieee ares Ene i oe 
intersect or overlap those of meadow mice. Nests are Other mammals kill short-tailed shrews but seldom = ee - Ft a , a et with the past 9 3 

i usually well beneath the surface. eat them because of a disagreeable odor from glands § " rae! % ._ = I ete Te uae eg et SE Re Pe 
You'll also find short-tailed shrews in your flower on the shrew’s underside. 3 — fe i a & . . Ne en 

garden and yard — and in fall in the barn, basement Very useful allies in the battle against insect pests, — = = ee 93 Christmas tree ship aa a Se i 
or window well. My best observations have been in it’s estimated that the army of short-tailed shrews in * ‘i - ae r, EOS ea 

: winter when | occasionally see them rooting around Wisconsin consumes the equivalent of two big truck hie 4 a ee Ota a eee een en 
i i i ! } a eee ae among hulls of sunflower seeds under my bird feeder. loads of insects a day for each county in the state! i} . . Ps and pine clogged fish nets and littered aoe / 6 

3 ee < shorelines. 

= a + s - } oe - 97 Sandhill can grow big a 
“*~ 4 : = ‘ a iH -— : ©" bucks 
Seals > “ * f h =. John Kubisiak =. » fi ey : . E . s : ie. 5 ne A new management technique in the sand ha 

¥ be “—" = 7 s =e Bo ‘ee iF ae counties pays off in big bucks. babel & ; “am rid Fe. £, 3 4 
SS : i Nat : =~ ' ei : re, eg a ; ; 3 : : : >». “oe 1s — Soe eles mede ome si _ hiliaee 2 - Tie E 2 i : " alee ger p s -. eee; ‘2 g 2 | oe “= madstones . : ios we Re eG ay er ees a] . be 3 Gayle Steiner : ae ws re Ja 4 eer ss e i ‘ es Folk medicine says a rocklike accretion, rare 

® eat Se “A, bias ae ee z Ee S z X if ‘ ate as moondust and found in deer has power 
a ae > a es * A it ~ - against poison and many other ills. 
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JIM BISHOP, Public Information, Spooner where down below in the rugged, all-but- his home in Cumberland. That was the 
Getting lost in the woods can test ‘Oadless Bad River Indian Reservation, a evening before when he’d been on 

you physically. It can be lone hunter was lost. The temperature search and rescue standby. With only 
frightening and embarrassing. outside the plane hovered well below one day remaining in the 1981 deer 
But without qualified search and freezing, in the low 20’s. Occasional season he’d begun to hope that maybe 

rescue pilots like Bud Erickeon gusts of light snow obscured sight of the _ this year would pass without having to 

it Id be fatal 2 ground. It wasn’t hard for Erickson to mount a lost hunter search. 
it cou! : figure out that the hunter must be But, no dice! Somewhere in Price and 

Bud Erickson tried to stretch in the considerably less comfortable than he Ashland counties, at that very moment 

confined cabin of his small, single-engine | was. He redoubled his attention on the anxiety was building. It was dark and 

plane. It was almost three o’clock in the __ terrain below, searching for some sign. two hunters had failed to return. 

morning, and he’d been behind the It seemed ages since he’d settled Michael Wirth, 64, had been hunting 

controls for nearly five hours. Some- back into his easy chair to watch TV at about 15 miles east of Park Falls in the 

Chequamegon National Forest in Price 

County. Earlier, he'd hit a buck and 
followed its faint blood trail for several 

ae _ hours. By nightfall he realized he was 

= - lost. On a high wooded hill he built a fire, 

eee Le ra made himself comfortable and prepared 
a) 67 ))) ‘to stay put. 
‘a ‘ S on™ At nearly the same time, farther 

a - north, in the steeply hilled Bad River 

uN § country around Ashland, Royce 

im Bressette, 26, had also lost his way. 

~ At home, Wirth’s wife was worried. 

5 ‘ She called Price County Sheriff Mike 

“| ( Johnson around 7:30 p.m.. In question- 

i. f) aS " ing her, Johnson found out that Wirth 
Se S 1 was a good woodsman, but had a 

E od ae serious heart condition. It would be 
sii | Qe a tough on him to spend a November 

is. A eee > 4 night in the frigid north woods. 

ae ee x 3 \ With three deputies, a state 

Be aac A a ; AA f patrolman, a half-dozen local volunteers 

K eee Sy as h 14 and DNR Warden Gerald Meronk, 
\ — 7 ye y, Y \ 4 Johnson organized a search team. Soon 

E ae lf \ N they found Wirth’s car parked along a 

DNR pilot Bud Erickson gets ready for a tough search-and-rescue mission. Photos by author. dirt road. At first they tried to follow his 
trail, but lost it beneath a light coat of 

A cold, disoriented hunter was lost somewhere down there in the rugged Bad River country. new snow. Johnson and Meronk decided 
to call in a plane. 

Erickson received the call at 10 p.m. 

and took down as much background 

data on Wirth as possible. The pilot 
___ knew from training and experience that 

ess such information helps anticipate how a 

a ee — hunter will react to becoming lost. He 
—_ aay oe tried to visualize how a mature, 

seasoned outdoorsman like Wirth might 
Ene Te - behave. 

er ee a sill ame It was pitch black under a moderately 
aaa niente att bem low overcast sky when Erickson reached 

i the airstrip near Shell Lake. He fired up 

sr Get Lg , the two-seater Beechcraft T34 and 

R eae Y Picasa is Maa ’ eased it into the cool night air toward 

au a kee an EA, eee Price County, 90 miles away. Less than 

_ le Oe al ho / |) a 45 minutes after receiving the call, he’d 
i e ‘ : established radio contact with Warden 

Meronk and homed in on the men 
waiting near Wirth’s vehicle. 

" The warden switched on the red 

aie lights of the squad cars to pinpoint his 

. location as the plane approached. 

ae ai Waiting with Meronk was a search team 

4



of six of Wirth’s friends. Until the pilot pattern. were on their way. But in the Bad River 
spotted Wirth, they would not be Bressette had at first built a fire after country’s rugged terrain, the machines 

allowed to enter the woods. The situa- becoming lost. But later, he abandoned soon broke down and the men had to 

tion was serious enough without also it, probably in order to Keep moving and proceed on foot in the graying dark 

taking the risk of losing would-be stay warm. As he walked, completely of pre-dawn. With growing morning light, 
rescuers. disoriented, he got farther and farther To The Pilot: 

Erickson banked the plane into ever- away from his rescuers. Without a fire or is 

widening circles, returning to the flashing _a visible signal, Erickson had little Thank you very much for your 

red lights of the squad cars on each chance of spotting him. For several help in finding my son Royce, who 

pass. After only the third time around he _ hours the pilot flew his search pattern. was lost last Saturday night near 
spotted Wirth’s fire. Over the plane’s At 3 a.m., Nimmer called off the Odanah. | was so happy when you 
bullhorn, he told Wirth to remain there, search for a brief rest. Erickson was low called on the radio saying you’d 
help was on the way. on fuel and reluctantly turned the nose spotted him. 

Now the ground team, under pilot of the plane southwest for the 15 to 20- eS God Bless You, 
Erickson’s direction, was guided to minute flight back to Shell Lake Airport. Beverly Bressette 
Wirth’s location, just two or three miles He was convinced that even without a 

away. By 1 a.m. the rescuers found him. _fire the man could make it through the Erickson once again spotted Bressette, 
He was cold and tired, his pulse rapid night. But he wondered if something who had by now made his way to the 
and blood pressure high, but otherwise hadn't slipped by him, a flicker of light or | east shore of the Bad River. But he did 

in good shape. a movement by the river. The responsi- not remain there. 

It had been a relatively easy rescue. bility of finding Bressette, he knew, was While Erickson flew back to help 
Wirth himself had aided his situation mostly his. direct the rescuers, Bressette decided to 
greatly by staying put and building the Refueled with a full tank of gas in the hike out on his own. When Erickson 
fire that guided searchers. plane and a good breakfast and hot couldn’t find the hunter on his return trip, 

The DNR pilot stayed in the area until coffee for himself, Erickson was in the air he realized Bressette’s intention. He 

all rescuers were out of the woods and again by 5 a.m. began flying a new search pattern. 

accounted for. He was looking forward It was still dark when he resumed the A half hour passed without visual 
to home and bed, but for him the night search pattern. On one pass, he noticed _—_ contact. Erickson began broadcasting 
was still not over. He was about to face a small blinking light. Standing on a blind through the bullhorn, ordering the 

one of the toughest air searches of his small knoll amidst the trees was Bres- hunter to ‘‘go to the river.”” An hour 

career. sette, holding a flickering cigarette lighter later, cold and exhausted, the hunter 
While Erickson and his plane high in his hand. As Erickson passed, he _ reappeared at the river’s edge and was 

searched for Wirth, warden Meronk had saw the flame go out. He called out over met there by searchers. 

kept tabs on still another hunter search the bullhorn, asking the owner of this When the rescue team was safely out 

over his radio. Now he passed word light if he was the lost hunter. Bressette Of the woods, Erickson returned home. 
along to Erickson. A man was missing in signaled back with the lighter for as long Worn out, he slept away the last day of 
the Odanah area on the Bad River Indian _ag he could. Because of its heat, he the 1981 deer season. 
Reservation, approximately 50 miles to could only hold it for a short time before Nimmer later related that the team 
the north. it burned his hands. was “‘real lucky to find Bressette in all 

Low on fuel, Erickson put down at Off in the distance, Erickson could that wilderness. It took the rescue party 
the Park Falls airport. Alerted by Sheriff see two snowmobile lights. Rescuers nearly two hours to walk out once they 
Johnson, the airport attendant was Continued on page 29 

waiting when the Beechcraft taxied in. 
Within 10 minutes the plane was refu- if you get lost 

eled and again in the air. 

__As Erickson got closer to Lake Supe- Even the most woods-wise hunter © Do not attempt to hike out at 

Hog ecw sdualisald lowering clouds can get lost. Here are a few tips that night. You’ll increase the risk of 
began to decrease visibility. Somewhere will lessen your odds of spending a injury and lessen your chances of 

in the murk down below—ost in night in the woods if it happens to being found. 
180,000 Bad River country acres of you: 
steep hills, dense forest and few roads— A 
sees ete Gite d én ue US 20 buceemenat © Stay put and build a fire. If that’s 

Don Nimmer, Odanah-area Warden, someone know where you're going oe ee ane ae 

had been called in on the hunt around 6 @ndiwhen you'll bel back! Curt ew ingiand prenere t° 
p.m. By the time Erickson arrived, spend the night. 

Nimmer and a group of 15 to 20 

searchers, at of a Bad River e penuie compass, sie waterproof @ jf lost during the day, sit down and 
Indians, had hunted all the places they matches, a small flashlight and a listen. Most huntable land in 
could reach on foot. The team had good map of your hunting area. Wisconsin is within earshot of 
narrowed down Bressette’s location to Matches are most ead fon highways, city sirens, trains or 
an area between a logging road and the mith:them you can burda fire to other human noises. Such sounds 
Bad River. But many square miles lay in stay /Warm and signal rescuers: can help you regain your bearings 
between. and set you walking in the right 

Nimmer gave Erickson an update on © Wear several layers of clothing so direction. 

the search’s progress, complete with you can readily adjust to tempera- 
background on Bressette. He also put ture changes. © Above all, remain calm. Worrying 
two squad cars, red lights flashing, three just increases the stress on your 
miles apart along the road. Using these © Keep in shape, know your limita- body, which in turn uses up energy 
as reference points, the pilot began the tions and stay within them. and clouds your thinking. 
large, sweeping circles of the search 
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RICHARD F. ASHLEY, Director, 
Schlitz Audubon Center 

ea F: A herd of deer running around 

a ig ar Milwaukee county gets into 
Pcs Te as : mischief browsing down high- y 

: : ~ priced ornamental plants and 
scaring motorists. The Schlitz 6 

- Audubon Center paid $100 an 
animal to tranquilize and move 

A them off the sanctuary. It was 
worth it. 

2 | was uneasy as the auditorium gradually filled. People were 

gathering in response to a special invitation. All were neighbors 

of the Schlitz Audubon Center in Bayside and were concerned 
about too many deer in the neighborhood. Some said, ‘‘Kill the 
deer;’’ others said, ‘‘Leave them alone.’’ Many loved the 

ig animals. Others found them a real nuisance. It would not be 
; . easy. 

a For the 185-acre Audubon Center, controlling deer to protect 

¥ ae plants is both good conservation and good environmental 
a Lagi é education, two prime responsibilities. But the Center’s major role 

> a je em +s” in Milwaukee is to build awareness and appreciation of wildlife. 
‘ i en ee = ew What should the National Audubon Society do with too many 

i. ‘ an Lael " aw deer on a sanctuary completely surrounded by homes with 

baer | as ae expensively landscaped ornamental gardens? 
ye 4 D ‘ The most disconcerting opinion came from several community 

: as oa 4 P residents knowledgeable about natural forces. They recom- 
: iu mended destroying the deer as most practical. After all, they 

H j Fi hid | pointed out, man has killed off all natural predators in Milwaukee; 
a :: A wi ih Ley, ‘now he must assume responsibility for controlling the prey. While 

Ma Fle ae . ay 7" that made biological sense, the idea of shooting 30 to 40 deer, 
fy ge i " Aye : ede eA! like so many fish in a barrel, bothered my sense of fair play and 

by Mi \ i VR 7 reverence for life. 
Van * \ x aM : et \ i This particular urban deer herd actually lives and feeds in the 

ny nigh ' a a } -, _ two villages of Bayside and Fox Point along Lake Michigan north 
a ath Aloe Sn j } Da RONNG WIP cast of Milwaukee. Many bed down each day in the forested ravines 
Be aaa EAU | | A / 4 that claw up into Audubon sanctuary land from the sandy lake 

Gaal eis en a A Atm hyn PA iu | shore. Each winter, they yard into two herds that are easy to 
Pave anni VN ui mh oa a t MNT WN, i Apne: WY ‘count accurately. By a fortunate coincidence two volunteers, 
Ley Rae if \ | Scott Diehl and Tony Plicka, had been gathering research data 

LENO REAM AOR LNT BK Ti 1 Hh yeh: A aE aie ak /) 7) on the herd for almost a year. Without their data, any well- 
Spree HANG i 8) planned control program would have been nearly impossible. 
MER ew a at Mt Tp SN i i Per i Sere man . They gave personal names like Pretzelhead, Houdini and Gimpy 

re I to all the animals and knew the exact number of does and bucks 
Si yO Dba in the sanctuary. Their figures showed 27 fawns born the 

a ‘ , ; previous spring. After two easy winters in a row, the herd size in 

: a 1981 reached 50. 
, al Main speaker of the evening was Leon Nielsen, executive 

‘ “ _~__ director of the Milwaukee Humane Society. Nielsen is a 
hee : »% seasoned field biologist with many years of wildlife management 
a experience. He is also well versed in chemical capture tech- 

z niques used to subdue wildlife in the city. Reducing the Audubon 

Center deer herd, he knew, was fraught with complicated 
: emotional issues. Both the Humane Society and the Audubon 

baw yee ‘ é ‘By summertime, the Schiltz Audubon Center's deer herd 
ee * Fim, a - * numbered 50 very healthy deer, including some nice bucks 

ea — a ee Ck this one. Photo by author. 
6
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The Schlitz Audubon deer are easy to study from the classroom. 

Center depend on financial support from was part mystery. By all the rules of approach the animals quite easily in the 

the community and the Bambi image of wildlife management, our 185 acres Center’s truck because they were used 

wild deer is still very much alive in the should support about a dozen deer. But _ to its shape and color. It would have 

hearts of many Milwaukeeans. Under 50 crowded onto the same acreage been incredibly easy to fire a rifle from 

such conditions, being ‘‘cost effective” could no way produce many multiple the vehicle and kill a deer. But while the 
in removing deer can cause problems. births. Under such high density stress first few animals could be taken easily, 

But the 100 neighbors present conditions, does often absorb embryos the rest would quickly become gun-shy 

wanted to know what we intended to do rather than give birth to twins and trip- and difficult. 

about ‘‘our deer.” In addressing the lets. The answer came when it was We finally decided a feeding station 
issue of kill or not kill, Nielsen pointed discovered that Audubon neighbors had _ baited with apples could attract most of 

out to them that the cold, analytical been feeding large amounts of corn and __ the deer and located it 20 yards from a 
approach does not always produce the apples to the deer all winter. One corn building on the north side of the prop- 

best results. The most successful crib was big enough to feed 12 animals erty. Baiting began in October of 1981. 

management programs are run by biolo- at once! These neighborhood lunch It turned out to be one of the most 

gists who really care deeply about the counters pulled deer out of the sanc- successful deer-relocation projects ever 

resource. In keeping with this sentiment, tuary and made plant destruction in the conducted in the state. Others that used 

Nielsen proposed a chemical capture villages even worse. tranquilizers commonly report a 30% 
program for the removal of the deer. To get ready for chemical capture, mortality rate. Ours moved 15 animals 

History of the herd using the sanc- Nielsen and | spent many early mornings _ without a single death. The project 

tuary and adjoining villages showed it watching the herd. The Center has an involved two paid staff and four volun- 
had jumped from 14 animals in 1971 to entrance road about a quarter-mile long _ teers at a total cost of almost $100.00 

50 in only 10 years. The winters of 1979 and a gravel access road of about the per deer — including wages, drugs, 

and 1980 had been extremely mild and same length. By slowly driving these transportation, and depreciation on the 

many does gave birth to twins and roads at sunup, we became familiar with | equipment. Grateful neighbors contrib- 

triplets. most of the deer, including the many uted enough money to pay almost half 
The large number of multiple births fawns born that spring. We could the cost. 
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PRD i, a ' Ge Manges SD cee RAE AP cae eR sy es : A New Zealand company, fini a te ae a (se <a ees WARE! ey 

i a f 3 : 4 WRC g aconary tye cathe 4 * Paxarms of Timaru, makes v5 Ae a Upc ee i Pee es ae 

Z Fda, FO55 es a Wega a tir ied a Ss OR the special dart rifle used to ou " os ayer F oe - so WE | 

Ee e cana SRA TR Fee a Re Rear ose De ; anesthetize deer. Fired by a ba or Ns . ee : ae iN Pe ie Wp re ance? z 

“l= wi ee Fd EMORY TH) aOR AR es eS ee . blank .22-caliber cartridge, | ee i, AY yi : a YY ROR eS " 

ee fe oa 6 aden Pearl y tae ROASTERS NNW EN neues the dart can be adjusted for a i DN es i sk Ng pe eee 

PS ee PRE so eee ae 5S trata tee AE velocity of anywhere from 30 £2 Ne ea Bre Ge PRES 
: OES" to 700 feet per second. NE \ a as 2 (eae i Tz 

Too many deer on 185 acres of suburban Plans call for removal of another 20 ag > Ni Pa - ™ vs ae vee ¢ y ad re 

sanctuary can raise havoc with vegetation deer this December. In addition, an Dart Re Re ka SN na) Le he a : i > yy ae 

and neighbors. educational program for high school and aa > . ‘. RASS oa eK res ¥ ( a t Pai 4 J 

college students will teach radio telem- ie eae? % 4 eS ee Ay ait x « 3 pa? ie : 

etry and chemical capture techniques The forward compartment of ey ue tt ora Stee ' > Pe A 

used in the project. A large buck will be the syringe-projectile holds Esto ee 5 Ree Nt he Sa Wa : aN pA 

fitted with a radio collar, ear-tagged, and the drug. Behind it is a radio Whe eee oar i ~ 2 a | a 2 

allowed to remain on the sanctuary. transmitter. Drug outlet is at ran ark ay ce ed PD ]). — a 

After learning the history of the deer the side of the needle. When i tintin Nets. oe ket oY ~ a 
problem and its solution, students will the dart penetrates the skin, a } Ry ae Pe CN x AT a So as, d 
use the hand-held antenna to track small plastic collar is pushed : HN RN et a ae Se ee 
down the buck. (Schools interested in back to uncover the needle 4 a We Sd 1 Die, ‘ w poe 

taking part should contact the Center, hole and allow the tranquilizer Rss a Se € x aN , Be « | ‘ee “9 

phone 414-352-2880.) to flow sideways into the rr) ae ia 51 na : , ‘ P 

All relocated deer have been marked tissue. This is better and more | RAN ara cae » ae fo on 7 ee i 

with a green ear tag displaying a black humane than other systems Sea tea, She s ee. 4 ys | 4 

number. If you see one, contact the that use an explosive charge A Sass ; ED james Spaeth SaaS 

Audubon Center and report the sighting. to expel fluid straight out the 4] : ee ee eo ee ee ees 

Deer that remain on the sanctuary will tip. > ROS a Se Ko p Rea hice. ee Ban < 

also be ear-tagged to bring in additional NGEAD ester. TT Fatah) 3.23 ~ Mee Paps: hx rs belt te er 

data on their movement on and off of Transmitter ea a. tM Sa Pe a Vas ‘Go Egy a we eS fae 

the property. In the future, it will be ow | Seer eer Et oy, wr a a <4 Row ~e tee 
possible to remove specific deer that The tiny radio transmitter >» ge i as yr Pah MEN Gd | 38 ae a b Oe SG y ae“ 

have a tendency to wander into the battery lasts 30 hours. Upon : ae ! my \s - TAMA oe gy a: f ne a Sees 

neighboring villages. This should prevent impact, the radio slides ‘_ i en , da" aces 45 Es BNE ES ICING 2 sist. lap / eps 

some accidents because each year forwardiwnicn incraaace ita , | ea bakes gM ecb E RT age ON SNA, 3 retvalies 
several are killed by cars on nearby length of its antenna. a ig a vd ‘A ring soes Py a A. en ks: Prion 

i 5 % Lo NaaNeN toad a BK Bete py iy ee, »~ p> y re Sea, 

North Lake Drive and Brown Deer Road. Clockwise from top: "See Se atm I P “a at beatae G A a S PS ry 

Ultimately, the herd will be maintained at Drugs AG NON rtd ! yt AR Dosa De Aaah eS aS Daas | 

a level that will allow the animals to live g aking the bait. Mat ee” a gates em atone Oe as bs 
and feed on the sanctuary property 2 Checking a drugged ELS eGR Pea. Rape 3.02 Kite Wat ee a Bakes tan 2 

without damaging its diversity of plants. 0 eee etorphine buck’s pulse. Napeoe Sd eS ty a $ ay $e ee pe ig ; ma Plcty 
ydrochloride or xylazine iSSdates ir |) Ata csp Meee hs a BO te Lin coe Malet Ve ae 

hydrochloride, are used. They S ees: Ue cNE 8 Sod yh Zee mae see Oe * okey © Sts \ NS ea 5 

have a high analgesic potency — ees. See oS HS eae ere 
so the animal feels no pain 4 Dart with radio and antenna, jp vn Sees a ee » oe eee So a see ee Sma Sie 
while the sedative and muscle ready for action. eee, eee a : ee ae tea So mse Pie ee 
relaxant take effect. Full effect eS Waercnicasingahe Ne Tews Se SAN ears Soak Bore cl OO asec Sas 
takes place in 15 to 30 anesthetic dart. i Sy teen os By a ee wae eS Re eee TES 

minutes. Immobilization lasts We ote oe Ras ne Sone Peay Se 
SL Ptr Crate eee Ne gc PNAS EDS Cah Pee 

os on the a = | Bere eae SSN Sat ea a 
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LO tog ae — ve 
| i ee Technique 

ee is J ‘F ¥ eg ie. Cg »| Chemical capture of any kind Using a hand held radio, the 
ft ie GET Bs eC oof wildlife should never be capture team located the 
t me OY ae 4 Se Ca attempted unless supervised darted deer. If the animal 

LFA — >, pit ae: Gi ge / by an experienced biologist. showed signs of alertness, 

oS ~SR EE a more tranquilizer was injected 

a (ee st the Audubon Center into the hind quarter. A blind 
ee & een 2S Bes were attracted to a baiting fold was immediately placed 

aa eg station located 20 yards from _over the eyes to protect the 
Se... oo a window. Darts were fired retina from light damage 

Seo ee trom the window ether into because, while drugged, a 
Se i Ss the hip or shoulder. After deer’s iris won't close. Each 

. =—8 a. eos being hit, many darted animal was then placed on a 

SSS ne animals returned to the canvas tarp, carried to the 
See. feeding station and continued —_—‘nearest road and transported 

Buck blindfolded to prevent eye damage. to eat, evidence that the tech- ie cael point. There t 

eee rn jeapkatbn beer mene 
a y 4 a Se ) : and general condition 

an ae ae iw ek were a - toe ohn seolasetnideans 
ey pens | PR — minutes before the capture : nts we 

—_—— sD oe team started pursuit. This was ade of all body dimensions 
ie mer ZO BP a precaution. If the animal oe ialeoees was tengo! 

oo Ae ee os ah took flight, it could produce Ui a thon a ote 
yp i \ ae a a ' yf 5 enough adrenalin to : ;] Pp a fe 
i AF : aS s' j fee, counteract the drug. Also, ointment force into t e 

a. ee a eH body temperature of fleeing Hgeles hon tosivess from 
ik Se ™ col k -- ee) animals elevates and while Pear CHE | et ah er 

= Po ‘ = aN EA A ws = ry drugged they lose the ability tion with antibiotic to preven 
sy) ( NM : : (947 4 to control it. Malignant infection, the deer was trans- 

ee. oars eae jorted 30 miles to a rel | ee S : eo hyperthermia (high body bone eS ee ae 
Le = = pa Re aye a 9) temperature) is a common site in Washington County. 

: aa, eae i : : ee ee At the release site, body : De So animals. 
Buck being injected with antibiotic to prevent infection. temperature and respiration 

were again checked. Some- 

PN Ss “Bene Ae waite cdk | LN ee times a respiratory stimulant 

{ oe ir A a he Bea! 1 \\ had to be injected. Then, after 
Pee i ee | +9 | Beane ae ) ee 7 aD i) ; making sure the animal was a 

SSE VSA Sit BS | ae. Uae he | safe distance from highways, 
= A elie ‘Si Wes 3 in ? ce? See ~ t marshes, rivers and other 
+). RATES aS SC i ). O££A potential hazards, it was 
ry sa sea 2 SS, ae ® ( — | es = revived. An intravenous injec- 
KA KN Li a Yo Bs ae =, tion of a special stimulant 

eS PS Vr ). ———- wad generally brought the animal 
BY . SAS 4 , ad | out in about five to 10 

em || : a <= "ie | 7 y so Ni minutes. Following some 

es, a A ee ee Sh y (ij a = grunting and snorting, the 
EN \ . = YY a fa eee eer usually leaped to its feet, 

: eo — | mB f Em ee Swayed back and forth a few 
Coss a 449 3 a - a minutes, then bolted off into 

he ‘ ~—. eg, | oem the state-owned cornfield. 
Ss — SF = a é a - See = The capture team followed for 
A iae ea J re es 7 ee another halt hour to be sure 
ea pS us Sea Pees ea ee sthere was no trouble. Once 
ee eS ee ge Vane . cn "oe See the animal was feeding and 

Ny fae gin cs 3 i a : 4 = “sae walking normally, it was aban- 

Sak ae ee 3G a) "We doned. All deer released 
= Se cn ‘3 mg ae as rr aN i during this project have a 

ae Pi A Se as Pais cae ies green ear tag with a number. ° 

Bs Se oy Sa ce Pa ca P eA mas 
A Se es fe \ ag. 

ell Ce FES Pa > 
Research group monitoring drugged deer. 
(Left to right: Nancy Frank, Leon Nielson, Don Quintenz and Tony Plicka.) 
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ai Wisconsin's Be Pa ‘i ‘ 
Excerpts from a new book, 

Wisconsin’s Famous and Historic 
Trees by R. Bruce Allison and f; we mou S 
Elizabeth Durbin. 

; t 1 t and historic trees. 
Settlers from other countries often chose part of the social history of the state and the personal and 

land that was wooded. They liked the emotional history of the people. Affection for trees has influ- 
security of the trees and availability of fuel. enced our behavior. Trees have served as anchors for time- 
For decades, Wisconsin was a chief s honored family and community customs, as manifestations 

furnisher of white pine lumber. White pine of ideals and as reminders of significant events. 

Bulle many of the nabitatione anc Dues People can exhibit great sympathy for trees as was 
buildings in the Mississippi Basin. A LEY ie Beoihed rena 

In addition to this great natural resource, EE erga lvl -eeae ed Se meee Ge 
the settlers were fond of planting dooryard any price to save a tree from the ax. Her efforts rebuked, 
trees to make their simple abodes more she immortalized the tree and her cause with a poem. Such 

homelike. At other times, a tree was planted loyalty is not uncommon in Wisconsin. A farmer in 
to commemorate a family happening — the Boscobel, fearing that future owners of his favored oak 

birth or death of a child, or the passing of an might not care for it as he did, bequeathed to the tree the 
older member of the family. Many of these land on which it grew. These people saw in their trees more 

trees will stand. Many were elms, of course, than wood and chlorophyll. Trees to them were companions 
since the elm tree was viewed as sturdy and and friends. 
long-lived, and somehow was mystically ; Zona Gale, one of Wisconsin’s great writers, explained it 

connected with the sentiments of a good Iife: this way: “Trees have intelligence. Spirit is combined with 
_ Wisconsin’s trees, both in forests and indi- them in some degree, in their life and their intelligence, See 

vidually, tell the story of our state, how it has hea k ih feed tnd iid 
grown and changed from year to year. Oe er aren ae ates ee SU 
Robert E. Gard ...there’s a better explanation to this than the books make.” 

Wisconsin architect Frank Lloyd Wright simply stated, 

Trees humanize people. The shade, the warmth, the “T have mourned the loss of a tree more than a man.” Mr. 

shelter and the nourishment they provide alleviate our Wright designed his Spring Green home, Taliesin, around a 
discomforts and allow us to rise to higher, more human majestic white oak called the Tea Circle Oak. Dignitaries 
planes of thought and action. As a species, our evolutionary and students from around the world gathered in the shade 
roots are in the trees. Our human development was of this tree to listen and learn from the master. When Mr. 

profoundly influenced by tree environments and nurtured by Wright died, the tree, as foretold, was struck by lightning. 

forest resources. Each of us from birth to death is inti- Another oak, which had been stunted under the canopy of 
mately connected with trees. On their beauty and longevity __ the original, grew rapidly, rising like a phoenix to become 

we hang our memories and beliefs, trusting trees to be the new Tea Circle Oak. 

symbols of our achievements and the things we hold dear. Many trees have served useful purposes in the state, 

Just as the ancients venerated and mythologized trees — _ such as witness trees for early land surveyors. And not so 
from the Norsemen’s great world tree, Yggdrasill, to the useful purposes, such as hanging trees on which justice was 

Greek’s oracular oak of Zeus — Wisconsinites, too, have circumvented, or at least unduly expedited. An example is 
incorporated trees into history and folklore. Tree stories are _ the Janesville hanging tree on which a mob of incensed citi- 

* Published by Wisconsin Books, 2025 Dunn Place, Madison, WI 53713, 119 pages, $14.95 plus tax. Allison is also the author of 
Wisconsin's Champion Trees, Tree Walks: Milwaukee County, and Tree Walks: Madison and Dane County. 
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- | zens strung up an accused murderer. The authorities had _ tree back from Ohio as he was traveling home to Wisconsin 
the tree cut down to discourage future lynchings. with the body of his son, killed in the Civil War. Less tragic 

Other trees marked less infamous historical events, such _ expressions of love can also be found in famous trees still 
as the Fort Howard Elm, which was a landmark at the growing in the state. The Rhodes Bald Cypress near 
state’s first permanent settlement in Green Bay; or the John Kenosha is an unusual species planted 100 years ago by a 
Muir Locust on the University of Wisconsin campus in father to celebrate a reconciliation with his daughter, from 
Madison under which Muir received his first botany lesson whom he had become estranged after she married without 
in 1863. A certain historical perspective and cultural his consent and moved to a southern state. 
humility is gained from the Indian trail marker trees. They Wisconsin tree histories are human stories. As Lapham 
are living reminders that other cultures passed this way. said, they increase our love of home and improve our 

Some trees are turned into green monuments to honor _ hearts. They deserve to be told and remembered. 
special people, such as the General Douglas MacArthur Pine 
in Forest County. Other trees, such as the Grant County 
Sycamore, are growing as memorials to departed loved 
ones. It was planted by a bereaved father who brought the 

At Whitewater in Walworth County an elm so huge it 
Remembered Elms shaded three lawns stood beside fhe homme of C. H Wellers. 

This tree, in 1952, was 96 feet tall and had a crown spread of 
The black plague of Dutch elm disease found its way into more than 113 feet. Its circumference was 17 feet 6 inches. 
Wisconsin in the early 1950s. The epidemic spread rapidly Wellers, who estimated that the tree was between 300 and 
from street to street and from forest to forest. The full death 400 years old, spent a great deal of money in caring for the 
count will never be known. In one year alone, the City of monarch and protecting it against Dutch elm disease. When 
Milwaukee lost over 16,000 trees. Streets which had inviting he died and the house was sold, such care was no longer 
canopies of green reverted to barren roadways. Urban parks possible and the tree died in the late 1970s. Its loss was 
lost the cooling shade of wide-crowned trees. Home yards no noticed and mourned by the entire town. 
longer had the added architectural punctuation of the elm’s In Spring Green in a farmer's field below Taliesin stands a 
graceful arch. regal, open-grown elm. It’s a landmark leading the way to the 

A Sawyer County elm, 15 feet 6 inches in circumference, home of world-famous architect Frank Lloyd Wright. 
which blew down in the Flambeau River State Forest in 1952, Another huge elm, the General Grant Giant Elm, was 
was 352 years old. It had started growing in 1600, before the located southeast of the intersection of Green Bay and Good 
first white men came to Wisconsin. Hope roads, at the site of Post Village Stage Relay Station, 

There were, and still are, many elms in Wisconsin over 100 the Green Bay-Milwaukee-Chicago Post Mail route. 
years old; some started growing before Wisconsin became a 
state in 1848. The state record (in 1959) American elm was 

a tree near Gotham in Richland County. It had a circumfer- ‘EEe 1 
ence of 20 feet 7 inches. a | ) aX, 

The ‘most beautiful elm in Wisconsin’’ may still stand in a | ePenr PR 
farmyard near Ripon in Fond du Lac County, though it is now 1a | | ie ' fh 
dead. Its perfectly shaped and symmetrical branches made it eG Pe : t ; S 
a magnificent sight. a 5 Y it a) ee | 

Elms planted in the 1870s on the University of Wisconsin 25S rs 2i}) 5 z sa aa 
campus in Madison do not have especially large dimensions, : — a ee li au oor "td es 

but those trees, as well as elms planted on the State Capitol vy Beg: ef cor - od a : ee e e ay ; 

grounds, have been there almost as long as Wisconsin has ___ 7 sr Pee Ni € ao) Bog g 
been a state. Pan eS yas . pe ee. os 

At Lake Mills in Jefferson County was a very large elm . TP4 T ae S ie 2 a ag 7 am D a: Sag 7 ps 

(now taken down) that probably started to grow in 1821. a Sa Sh ae ye. 
This tree preceded the first settlers and was doubtless self- i Sees we ita a pa 
planted from a seed which blew there. The first settlers in the as pecs Se po eg ec SS a 
Lake Mills area arrived in 1836 when the tree was about 15. Ree ae ¥ KZ : SS a 

Almost 100 years ago, near Neillsville in Clark County, Eee en ae ee By, 
Celia Reed and Julia Benedict were married. In honor of the Tt Seas age em SS esol 
occasion, the Rev. William Hendren, who performed the -- FS << 
ceremony, twisted together two elm saplings, each smaller in : - ~ RSE 

diameter than a pencil, and planted them. In a living symbol Last Elm on State Street, Madison, 1974. State Historical Society of Wisconsin photo. 
of unity they grew up as one tree, now towering over 80 feet 

high. The marriage was also a success, producing five sons 
and a daughter. 

People care about elms. Mount Mary College in Milwaukee 

had two enormous elms. They were given excellent care, 

braced to thwart high winds and ice storms. 
Sister Mary Seraphia said that ‘‘We have no policy regarding 

the care of old, historic trees except a love of nature, because 

God gave it to us in his loving providence.” 
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A Disease-Resistant Elm compared to the James Brothers. The story was written up by 
—_ —— Es Christine Klatt, an early Dunn County settler. 

‘ 2 When two lawmen, ex-sheriff Charles Coleman of Pepin 
Stee helth ER ik yee See of County and his brother Milton, who was under-sheriff of neigh- 
Gu eae ie an a rince i Ip, | aa an a0 : boring Dunn County, tried to arrest the two Williams brothers 

wainanolatedehe oe Fi fa ons ree in April, 1980, using _in Durand, the sheriffs were both shot dead on the spot before 
Poet Edie eee OL CE s ; witnesses. The subsequent chase of Lon and Ed Williams 

Professor Eugene Smalley, of the University of Wisconsin- ended in Nebraska with the capture of Ed. Lon escaped. 
Madison, stood prondly by aig sels, aclos= Une They brought Ed Williams back and jailed him in 
aber cei n . by Pitney Bowes, an interna- Menomonie, then took him to Durand for preliminary examina- 

This el i. ee sae fe tion. When they debarked from the ferry at Durand, they 
_ Lhisielm, sometimes|calledia super elms gaining world= found about 50 people waiting. The crowd muttered a few 

wide attention because it is the first elm resistant to Dutch elm threatening remarks but no real trouble ensued 

so 5g IE 2 being Comey Cevelnods At two o'clock the next afternoon, Ed Williams appeared 
ince it was discovered in the Netherlands in 1929, Dutch in court. Men, women and children from nearly all parts of 

elm disease has killed more than 50 million elm trees on both Pepin arr adjoining counties crowded the room, anxious to 
sides of the Atlantic. Britain has lost more than most Euro- get a view of the “notorious criminal.” He gave his nanmolas 

ee area aa ge ee tea heled William E. Maxwell (Ed Williams was an alias) , pleaded not 
— lea tree that would resist the disease has guilty to the charges, waived an examination and was 
long been sought. % as A 

- ‘i committed for trial. The officers started to lead him back to his 
Professor Smalley, after 20 years of collecting and testing cell. Then someone in the crowd yelled, “Hang the son of a 

elm seedlings sent to him from all over the world, developed a bitch.” and/a dozen or more aotemined man tackled the 

hybrid that would be generally disease resistant, cold-hardy alicers 
and immune to Dutch elm disease. He named his tree . . 

: F “The officers made desperate resistance, and Maxwell 
Soo uum aod peas Wigtew trom oper pollinated fought like a tiger,”’ but Te avail. A noose with a hangman’s 
seeds collected from a Siberian elm growing in the Botanical knot was slipped over hiehead ie was dragged out on the 
Garden at Hokkaido University in Sapporo, Japan. The porch and across the lawn to the oak tree “and quickly 
Hokkaido seeds had resulted from the natural hybridization of Suspended|in ithe ain with his handeufeenironlandalhea 
the Siberian elm — which was disease resistant, with a ae EPeckisg hanging fominiciletitoot. Wy 

nearhy sabes ee see wth Rad et pleasing) hape: After about 15 minutes, the officers were able to get to the 
rast orowen |i sical ly Years; tnainew Sapporo Autumn body. They cut it down, and it was later interred in the 

Gold is densely foliated and columnar with a vase-shaped Potter's Ficidof the burandiGemeten 
crown. It reaches an average height at maturity of 60 feet. The community did a bit of ee attarthe 

beet seach peace eae i neplac? ead cue a episode, debating the issue back and forth in the local news- 
; S University of Wisconsin campus) Wisconsin State papers. An item in the Eau Galle paper noted that “‘A more 

= oe oa He io ie brutal affair never happened anywhere and ... it is reflected 

Li i ie Ae a Seca a ane ene upon the morality and civilization of northwestern Wisconsin.” 
olls. It is being vegetatively propagated under exclusive The Durand Courier attempted to put the case in perspec- 
contract by a Wisconsin nursery and will soon be available in tive. ‘Finally, we think we can truthfully assert that 

peace Ed Maxwell was hung, not in the spirit of revenge for the 
| crimes he had committed, not to show the bravery of the 

, A community ... but on future protection to this place and other 
\ wie communities. A man who not only boasts of his past 

get & ; wee misdeeds but expresses determination to continue on his evil 
ae vi yaa Bt 3 a = course, and asserts that he will not allow any number of lives 

‘4 A BP \\ 5 Se Bs } Pi " to stand between him and his liberty, is too dangerous a 

j iY sl a = = Citizen to let live, and any man or number of men who wipe 

inser PC paemselocene _., such a dangerous desperado from the face of the earth 
“= ae f~ _ should be commended instead of condemned.” 

i gS, Ree pe The hanging tree was cut down in 1977. Dying, it was 
| a Z ee — considered a hazard to pedestrians. 

a sae ee = 

a Se Eas” Cee oe 
ahi ae {Be eater Ct es | NAS ge 

* F . ae a {er pe ee gon hv 1a ei Ae y 

teas a oes mee AG ot te 
2 : a oe fi ae pe Re ea rp bd feo 

» sl Oe eis Sa, ZS a 
oe ok aa Bene ee ae Ar [are See ge ae Pe q Se 
aces Pg poms santa eas eee ee ne te , ve ae a 

Prince Philip plants disease resistant elm developed by & 4 . z VA 
Professor Eugene Smalley (right) of UW-Madison. Fox Photos Ltd. i Cd . \ 

fea = - E wow 

Durand Lynch Tree ; o> ’ Ly, eh) \ 
ee ee ¢ Pan ha OR. 

An old oak tree on the lawn of Durand Courthouse in Pepin ba | Pee A i } 

County figured in the lynching of Ed Williams back on ot yj ete | a 
November 19, 1881. Ed and his brother Lon — who Fe) 4 ce uj - 
specialized in stealing horses, but dabbled in other crimes ; ium = §=Durand Lynch Tree. 

such as bank robbery and murder — were sometimes ti Photo by Melba Bauer. 
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The Parade Day Hanging Tree, Libbie Nolan of the Waukesha County Historical Society: 
La Crosse “Fancy ornate pavilions enclosed each bubbling spring .... 
—|___ =. 2a a ai lane Great hotels)springup\.-.: Guests came trom far and'wideto 

Qn October 16, 1884, Frank Burton, a prominent La Crosse drink from the springs, to relax, and to be amused. Among 
citizen, was marching at the head of a political parade in that + them were Mrs. Abraham Lincoln, President Grant, Vice 
city. Along both sides of the parade route hundreds of President Adlai Stevenson, Supreme Court Justice 
onlookers stood and watched. Suddenly, as the parade Salmon P. Chase, Horace Greeley as well as governors, 
passed the intersection of Fourth and Main Streets, aman in generals, statesmen and many many more. 
the crowd, Scotty Mitchell, raised a gun, fired and shot White Rock water became a fashionable beverage all 

Burton down. over the world after it was carbonated in 1890, even making 
The assassin was immediately seized, taken into custody _its way to the coronation of the King of England .... When 

and placed in the county jail a block away at Fourth and Col. Dunbar died in 1878 (of a heart attack) , the village was 

State Streets. Within hours a mob began to form, became Notified by the passing out of black-edged handbills. The 
increasingly unruly and forced their way into the jail. They fame and excitement of our Western Saratoga lasted nearly 
dragged the assassin Mitchell outside and hung him from an 40 years. Then it faded away as the century turned.” 
oak tree on the south side of the Courthouse. Now the Dunbar Oak, in the large park at Bethesda 

The tree, of course, was promptly dubbed the Hanging Spring, is marked by a plaque put up by the Waukesha 
Tree, but the appellation was short-lived because the tree was County Historical Society in 1959. After noting Dunbar’s first 
ordered cut down almost at once. The city officials did not introduction to the waters, it ends with the words: “The 
want the public to remember that mob rule had taken prece- | names ‘Dunbar,’ ‘Bethesda,’ and ‘Waukesha’ became house- 
dence over due legal process. Old-timers who heard the story hold words. Thus began the glamorous and exciting summer 
from their elders, however, still recall the incident. aoe of Waukesha as the ‘Saratoga of the West, 1870- 

aoe RO 
z 3 ee a ee if <a 

8 ek ei 

tae Sa he  < The Coffin Tree, Rusk County 
Me as 
Te Le = viceaas dees ; 5 A tale worthy of a Halloween telling involves a large, hollow 
We: Cerebopten => aan basswood tree, a forest near Ladysmith in Rusk County and 
eee pa CU Binge eee two loggers, Art Charpin and Walter Latsch, who were 
Ege) fits waters ie mee bo. scared out of their wits on a February day in 1926. It was first 
ee ose ra c 8 Ph as told by a Rusk County weekly. 
mae or oo te ER, The day started out innocently enough. The basswood had 

ee reer ren ee been marked by a timber cruiser for cutting and Charpin and 
q a a , ‘en ance bed i Latsch were wielding the saw. They noticed a large hole in the 

z Goede. law goa apaagr titi | ~ tree some 30 feet above the ground, but they felled it anyway, 
Semghete Gat i 908. figuring they’d get a 20-foot log out of it. The trouble started 

ae hy <A when they tried to saw through the trunk. The saw bound up 
Sie I ne Dunbar Oak, against something hard. They came in from another angle. 

y) His Ne Waukesha. The saw again hit a rocklike center. At this point they were 

. sion Uh ‘ a _. Photo courtesy curious about a rock inside a tree, and turning the log as 

aa Aa Ae "2 Waukesa County Museum. needed with a cant hook, they managed to saw all the way 

around the “‘rock”’ and pull the end of the trunk away. The 
The Dunbar Oak, Waukesha wrinkled face of a man stared up at them. Shaking, they high- 

tailed it back to town. 

Desperately ill and convinced his death was imminent, Eventually their story was believed and a party of four went 
Col. Richard Dunbar sank down to rest under a strong white into the woods to investigate. Sure enough, when the trunk 
oak in Waukesha County one August day in 1868. A diabetic was completely removed they found the body of a man, fully 
suffering from insatiable thirst, he had just drunk six tumblers- clothed in coarse homespuns and buckskin which fell away 

ful of water from a spring beside the tree. He began to feel when touched. The head, covered with long hair, still wore a 

better. He continued to drink freely from the spring waters coonskin cap. With the mummified body the men found an old 

and soon the man doctors said would die within months felt muzzle-loading flintlock rifle and a fancy muzzle-loading pistol. 
completely cured. Dunbar lived 10 more years without a Pieces of paper found on the body at first seemed to identify 

recurrence of his diabetes, and during this decade he made the man as a Captain D’Artagon who had been with the 
Waukesha, the spring waters and the “‘guardian angel’ oak Marquette-Joliet party seeking a route to the Pacific Ocean in 

tree world-famous. 1673. This seemed totally implausible, however, as the 

His faith in his own cure inspired him to offer the waters to exploring party never came near Rusk County, and if the man 

others; his sharp business ability made it financially rewarding. had been lost it is not likely that he would have continued to 

The former engineer bought the spring, which he named travel westward, away from the Wisconsin River. 

“Bethesda,” and the land around it, and actively began to The finders of the grisly surprise finally theorized that the 

promote the community. Waukesha soon became a haven for man, whoever he was, had been pursued by Indians, had 
those seeking not only restoration of their health but also taken refuge in the hollow tree, and unable to get out again, 

relaxation. Soon Dunbar was selling the spring waters all over had died there. The sap of the tree had acted to preserve his 
the globe. remains. 

Other promoters entered into the picture and several more The body was supposedly shipped to the University of 
springs were developed, among them Hygeia, Arcadian and Wisconsin-Madison. The two loggers vowed never to return to 
White Rock. To quote from the account of those times by the haunted forest near Ladysmith. 
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Ice age giants Another 
Zw a <*> on display groundwater threat 
= S 
x. aRY Lary Sperling, ¢Two abandoned land- 
eK fills are located between the 

\ ee > ie paniens penaaneey Madison — Groundwater present landfill and the con- 

Pibianenaton 7 a ee Ie exhibit iow ie Gk opethen contamination near a taminated wells. One was 
Bat Gar tT brits ‘National ne ee southeastern Wisconsin landfill is used 30 years ago, long 

St. Croix Falls — John wil also include bones from an Pi eee before problems involving 
Dallman, UW-Madison Curator Sie Gea en a CS how difficult pollution-sleuthing improper land disposal were 

of Paleontology, visited Interstate the area some 6-7,000 years cor 7 z ; understood. ‘ : 

Park’s new Ice Age Interpretive ago, after mastodons became Our Divas Welsh Wels eAn old fillareais 
Center recently and brought extinct south of the Muskego landfill are nestled between the landfill 

pieces of the area's glacial past A number of bison bones Sevag ay ee and railroad tracks that 

with him. were unearthed at Interstate in Ths Vel caer eas border the contaminated 
The relics are plaster copies 1936, the only authenticated pla Sos of wells. | ‘ 

of bones from an extinct record in Wisconsin, according Soule ese r sleet 7c oA rendering plant just 
mastodon and a giant beaver fee Dalen common indicators of pollution east of the landfill at one 

that may once have lived in the ieee Deer eraine ae caused by landfills. Chlorides time accepted, rinsed and 

Interstate area. now housed at the Milwaukee qieaetS e omgul ol is oved used barrels that may have 
Dallman has discovered Buble Muse salts while conductivity measures contained chemicals. It also 

three of the four mastodon ; the ability of water to conduct an —_ operates seepage lagoons 

bones unearthed to date in electrical charge. Neither are on-site to dispose of its waste 
Wisconsin. He dug them serious, health-threatening products. 

from a marsh near Deerfield, oe they Ree a j *Some allege snes soe 
i . : loreign subsiance may be salting in winter could a 

el eS Ancient relic dissolved in groundwater. to the problem. Dissolved 

show the bones are 11,500 : Since the contaminated salt could flow into softer 
years old. : es wells are near a landfill, road shoulders and seep into 

The mastodon “humerus” 5 : | = 4 investigators suspect water = =—s- groundwater. 

corresponds to an upper arm A 7 vi ; Le may be seeping through Pinpointing pollution sources 

bone. It is 28 inches long, five ¥ \ RM | buried wastes and mixing will be difficult because no one 

inches in diameter and weighs . ‘J 7 with groundwater. Local _ has accurate maps of the direc- 

about 35 pounds. Dallman assets: * 5 ie residents are pushing for quick tion and speed groundwater 

presented the mastodon-bone signees cl 4 action to find and stop the pollu- moves in the area. DNR 

replica to Park Naturalist ‘fs - Z tion source but investigators investigators have sampled 

Laurie Osterndorf at the aa need many more water samples 25 wells to determine the quality 

dedication of Interstate’s i to pinpoint tt. of drinking water and monitor 
new, $270,000 Ice Age Inter- The pollution may have the spread of contamination. 

pretive Center. The bones a 7 originated in at least five 

will become part of the per- yi other places: 
manent display there. fol 

Dallman says mastodons Pet Se dates oe oi Knowles honored 
changes. They were elephant-like t 

and browsed on spruce, beech s Grantsburg — The Natural development of Wisconsin park, 

and alder. Resources Board has renamed forest and wildlife lands. Knowles 
He also brought the skull of John Dallman, Curator of Paleon-_ the St. Croix River State Forest also served as chairman of the 

a giant beaver which may have ipleay et Meveonapresnb replica to honor former Governor task force that developed the 
lived in Wisconsin until 9,000 Dark Natiralise Lauro Osteradort, Warren P. Knowles. An avid current program, ORAP 2000. 
years ago. The beaver weigh- The plaster copy will become part of conservationist, during his term The newly named Governor 

ed 500 pounds and was prob- the permanent Ice Age display 2 the | as governor Knowles revitalized Knowles State Forest occupies 
ably confined largely to Saino ey 2 a the Outdoor Recreation Act Pro- 30,000 acres along the western 
water, where it ate plants and became extinct about 9,000 gram (ORAP). The program edge of Polk and Burnett 
such as cattail root. years ago. (DNR Photo) vastly expanded purchase and counties. 
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2 s a 1p 53 = 

Many chemicals in wit “ aes, 
wastewater; pee. f >, 

id ag ie ic Z = = 
NE Rees] B 3 ~ some dangerous a ae ee 

Madison — Studies of lead, zinc, nickel and seven ES aT eas NEA nee Nese 
waste discharge records different kinds of industrial betes eee A it ee =—{\\\ ee 
required under current federal PCBs. This is more than three fe W, if a Ceara ea et = ae 
and state water pollution control times the number of priority AE MT a [ey MN —— 
laws have revealed more than pollutants identified by previous Wi Zie GI; foes . i [ann aah 
800 chemical compounds that studies. However, the inventory i i= F i i lees a fi 7 Ste 
could wind up in the effluents of also indicates that the discharge Ey Weconss ES Hae os \ 
industry along the Lower Fox levels of many of these com- ee i Oe Pm RR os 
River. The studies were done by pounds — PCBs, for example — oe oe Se oe amy, BROS Pn 

two UW-Madison analytical are very low. Se Ts Sar ney , a 
chemists, Joseph Delfino and The studies by Sullivan and ee an On A Baa ee ' 
John Sullivan. They have been Delfino were done under the Cae eS imag CPi ant x Wee 
working on a way to identify all auspices of UW Sea Grant. The eee Sa es Ne = Marra. = 
of the chemical contaminants chemists are quick to note that eens re tes S em ee ee ap ee 

likely to turn up in a given their inventory does not include =" “a ane . 

waterway. every chemical used in the i 2 i 

In compiling the Fox River Lower Fox River and that Si a P 
inventory, Sullivan and Delfino discharges may contain ee 

(now with the University of chemicals not listed in their os eed 

Florida) examined chemical use inventory. And they add that it cate Sd = 
of more than 150 dischargers to hasn't been proven yet — nor is ae ee — “ 
the Lower Fox. Ultimately, it expected — that every seem sen sen 
they identified 825 chemical chemical in the inventory is Rae ‘ Sa 
compounds likely to turn up actually present in discharges to neat mei cee 
in the discharges from 64 the river. eee " oie : 7 : 

private firms end six public ‘The study conclusions | it\0, le Not oor o mie eon pot by ats tara Sle 
wastewater treatment plants. point up the need for special $40. For information, contact the Sigurd Olson Environmental Institute, North- 

The inventory indicates regulations that would land College, Ashland, WI 54806. 
that effluents to the Lower require pre-treatment of 
Fox River may contain more industrial and other 
than half of the 129 chemicals to prevent their = = 
chemicals on the US discharge into lakes and Seven to nine -inch 
Environmental Protection streams. Such rules are cur- 
Agency list of priority rently awaiting action b ski d b 
pollutants — including both the itera Eavuonsics: mu 1eS Oo est 
benzene, chloroform, vinyl tal Protection Agency and 
chloride, pentachlorophenol, DNR. Jim Bishop, SAC Geneisdior aver Gaia 
cadmium, chromium, copper, ieee predicts wan aher sccene: Ms 

= Spooner — An eight-year Fingerlings survive best in 

mean more of the big game fish late August and Saar Be 

Madison — The next time industry is of considerable for anglers. best fimesjfor stocking. 
you find yourself grumbling importance to the Wisconsin Between 1971 and 1979, : Incorporation of these find- 
about price as you walk away economy. DNR researched 40 experimen- ings into DNR's stocking pro- 

from the corner Christmas tree Whether you're the type tal muskie-fingerling releases in ou es ee ene end 
lot, consider the background. who goes to the corner lot or seven northwest-Wisconsin coun- es more muskies in state 

The average Christmas tree treks out to the Christmas tree ties — Bayfield, Burnett, oe 

starts its journey to you from a plantations, (you'll need a Washburn, Sawyer, Price, 

nursery in central or northern receipt to transport it legally) a Barron and Rusk. 
Wisconsin. Little seedlings there few tips on maintaining your tree The idea was to find out why er emeer his = : 
take two years to get big enough will be helpful. sO many young muskies die ol ee aN { \ 

to be replanted. After another 1. To keep it fresh, make a within five weeks of stocking — di NR A 

five to 16 years of growth, they cut across the trunk and immerse from 55 to 95%, by some Stew | a SH 
reach livingroom size, six to the tree in water. Christmas trees | estimates. The study found that "te 7 Tae 
eight feet. Each year, each tree need anywhere from two pints to attention to certain factors could i “NG a ae i 

must be sheared, an extremely a gallon of water per day. raise fingerling survival to as a ey rae See | a 
labor-intensive job. 2. Avoid letting the tree high as 85%. Researchers found ay Pd aes Weialt 

Of the three major tree- dry out from exposure to hot that: so ae ecm 
growing states, Michigan, appliances or heaters. Seven to nine-inch finger- aes ae | 
Wisconsin and Pennsylvania, 3. Do not use combustible lings survive nearly as well ae ; ; 
Wisconsin ranks number two — decorations. (87%) as nine to 11-inch fish and MERC ce Pe oe 
1.4 million trees were harvested 4. Check for frayed electric the smaller fish offer substantial contest was this photo taken by 

here in 1981. At an average cords. savings in food and transporta- Gloria Hermanek called “Picnic 
price of $4 to $5 per foot for a 5. Turn out lights when you tion costs. a Se i other 
plantation-grown tree, the leave home or retire. Virtually all two to three- “Girls Feeding Ducks.” 
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S . Mi = . = ll Barge fleeting pawning Mississippi walleye travels, = leé 
moves 65 miles through three locks and dams Madison — The Natural 

Resources Board has adopted 

b ig Naf from a boat until it swam into an dee eo oe oe Fi 
Dave Wells os Moy, Re area of flooded timber where he ORS eer te en a 
Palle Momaiea Fl Fare —— eouildn't follow Black rivers. Fleeting areas are 
au Claire a ed : laces where barges are put 
= <= ware - Two days later, flying B th beck ti 

La Crosse—Earl Stanley ae Geonithe area thistnedsd toge’ 2 or = = apart in 
Gardner might have called it sa the walleye in the Nelson ed: ion bed 8 up = 

‘The Case of the Wandering ae ation ib hadleeolod reese e rules provide 

Walleye. : i 65 miles past three locks and 2 ‘Th 7 ; 
The mystery was which 2 = dams. After a few days in ; hots lor mus| ae 

areas of the Mississippi River are > = the bottoms where it prob- aa erat scluasctadeslas 
most vital to spawning walleyes. ye ably spawned, the fish use os shore! = = 

dim Holzer, DNR Mississippi = 7,3 ro started southward. It was aie conne k 
River Biologist here, set out to = : ie traced to Big Lake, north of =e io “hoa ae S OF 

oe RE ime: eters the signal won| ster shoreline fectre walleyes tagged with miniature i ios C 

radio transmitters. Radio moni- Fish manager Pamela Thiel about to The other walleye that approval, except in an 
tors in boats, airboats and aircraft release a walleye implanted with a went north to spawn has emergency. 
were used. radio transmitter. One such fish now returned to its original Barges must be properly 

During mid-October, 1981] traveled from near La Crosse almost ‘3 = lighted to prevent navigation or 
ora " , Halfway 10 Murine polis mm under habitat in Pool 8 where it ieee 

Holzer and his crew tagged 12 three days. was first tagged. safety azards. 
females and two males in various Holzer said the radio tag- °Fleeting area must not 

i i : . hinder public rights to locations near La Crosse in Pool ging project will help in fish a FP ‘A 

Sl eek management by nding | Rovgation economic ish were taken from differen ; : . ls 
places to determine habitat use ie and Dam 5 near Buffalo a ae: swimming or scenic 
and see if they would return to ity, after having traveled : : 7: eauty. 

original locations. some 36 miles from the tag- Ey aN pu encesraeer eNo harm = be be to 
Pam Thiel, La Crosse, work- ging site. dams, and establishing the threatened or endange| : 

ing with Holzer tracked the fish One walleye moved down- eat witeplavals tonecaan: species, commercial clamming or 

through October and November. stream from the Dresbach Dam in Pes Siar P fishing, or any wildlife habitat. 

She found that, generally, they about five miles to a backwater z : eDNR may limit the number 
stayed near the spot where they on the Minnesota shore called 3 of barges in the fleeting area on 
were tagged, or moved down- Target Lake. Electrofishing there Hair-um Bees environmental or navigational 

stream. showed walleyes spawning al but pa! not es per- 

One of the fish went four among flooded timber with a e mit on the industry's n or 
miles downstream to winter in a modest water flow and abundant scare um fleeting capacity. 

: side channel of the Mississippi reed canary grass. Several days deer Operators must notify DNR 
near the mouth of the Black later, another walleye was traced at the beginning and end of each 

; River. The rest were traced to similar habitat near Harrisburg, PA — Shrubs, shipping season, as well as about 

when the ice broke up in March. Brownsville. trees and crops can be protected plans to discontinue use. 

Spawning time spurred wander- But the two wandering wall- against deer damage by human Fleeting areas unused for 
lust. eyes that went north hadn't been hair. A Pennsylvania study two years face permit cancella- 

Eventually, five walleyes accounted for. Finally, one was shows that deer will avoid even tion. 

gathered near the Dresbach Dam located. “We started tracking it a much-loved salt block if it's ¢Where barges are wash- 
north of La Crosse, then split up below Lock and Dam 5 and all protected by human hair. When ed or cleaned a discharge 
on April 10. Two headed north. of a sudden it left and went researchers there tied bundles of permit is required for any 

“They'd been there for about upstream traveling 15 miles in hair every three feet around the waste dumped in the river. 
10 days and all of a sudden just 24 hours,” Holzer said. The fish perimeter of salt licks, the deer Permits run for up to 10 

took off,” said Holzer. stopped at the Alma dam for stayed away for more than four years and are renewable. 
After 48 hours, one north- several days, then forged north- months. ¢Bank erosion must be held 

bound fish was located at ward once more through Big For those who want to try it, to a minimum. 
Trempealeau some 14 miles Lake and under the State human hair can be obtained at Rules will be effective 
upstream. Two others were Highway 25 bridge to Wabasha, little or no cost from beauty December first following - 

picked up on the monitor at Minnesota. Holzer tracked it parlors and barber shops. legislative review. 
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Coulee bass threat Bird damage up 
ig as ss : Washington, D.C. — Bird consumed half to three-quarters 
{33 =~ Some (fish kills) were damage to US corn crops has of the ripe grapes in one field at 
Vgene Be traced to point source more than doubled in the past Wollersheim Winery near Sauk 

om oe i pollutants, such as _ decade, according to a Fish and City this fall. The field 
Greg Matthews oy Bein a discharges from baie Wildlife Service report. Culprits represented half of the winery's 
ee v mk aN Mec ach. ities, are mostly redwing blackbirds producing vineyards and loss 

Dodgeville — mie p S ae _ raceme eta end = * loss one ; Soe . about ae oe 

biologists think a combination of facilities, along with stored es sae 198 ee ; Wollersheim. aaa 
soil erosion, pesticide and barn- liquid manure. But a large metric tons. Wisconsin ranked The Fish and Wildlife Ser- 

yard runoff poses a potentially number still remain unex- seventh with an 18,000-ton vice speculates that the rise in 
devastating threat to aquatic life plained,” points out Gene loss. Neighboring Illinois bird damage may be attributed 

in Coulee Region smallmouth Van Dyck, DNR Dodgeville ranked first, losing more to increased herbicide and insec- 
bass streams. Area fish manager. than 35,000 metric tons. A ticide use that reduces the 

Suspected are the Van Dyck said they “general- metric ton equals 2,200 pounds. amount of weed seeds and 
organophosphate and carbamate ly ocour from mid-June through The Fish and Wildlife Ser- insects available to the birds. The 

ee festa | ee ee 
insects as corn rootworm, corn There are 821 miles of exist- ee ee ee ee Wecesiysiod cs may abe 
borer and cutworm. ing and potential smallmouth But corn isn't the only crop a factor. 

Areas potentially hurt by the bass streams in southwest to suffer bird damage. Robins 

pesticide/soil erosion problem Wisconsin. 
are not only coulee regions of In the past, this region was 

southeast Wisconsin but also nationally recognized as one of 

northwest Illinois, northeast lowa the finest smallmouth bass areas = 

and southeast Minnesota. in North America but this is no Campsite preference 

Topography in these locations longer the case. 

features rugged hills, deep Smallmouth are now reduc- d 

gulches and ravines that harbor ed in number or absent in places to resi ents 
streams and rivers. where they were abundant 15 

DNR biologists focused on years ago. Madison — Next year requested. Neither telephone 
the large number of “unexplain- Possible solutions to the Wisconsin residents can register applications nor those : 

ed” fish kills that began in the problem include conserva- for campsites a full month before postmarked prior to the first 

area around the late 1960's and tion tillage to keep valuable nonresidents. Under a new law, day allowed by law will be 
continue through today. topsoil and associated residents may. ask for reserva- accepted. E 

chemicals in the fields and tions starting January 3, 1983, Of a total of 5,188 campsites 
out of the streams; methods while February 1 is the nonresi- located on 29 state properties, 
of pesticide application dent date. Reservations can be 1,961 are set aside for reserva- 

\ { which minimize amounts made for any time between tions. The remaining 3,227 are 
p ? \ 4 transported to streams dur- May 1 and September 30, available ona first come-first 
be = } J ing heavy rainfall; and except at Peninsula State Park served basis. : : 

appropriate manure collec- where they run through For information on specific 
a » byt ie tion facilities. October 31. properties, procedures and 

i WY I PB aN oa pears ee eS uae oe it oo 

Wh AO nl bce - accepted only on officia: eservation Application form or 
Rn Nd \Y Ss 2 No either campsite reservation forms contact the Department of 

~~ w WW & S| hunt at available at department Natural Resources, Bureau of 
Ss \ ¥ ; i sex hunt a offices. They should be sent Parks and Recreation, Box 7921, 
i Camp McCoy directly to the park or forest Madison, 53707. 

SQ G ene at which campsites are 
SZ ie rey Fort McCoy — A correction x 7 = 
> “uy on deer hunt rules for this fall ———j ri | A S ed 8 Zeca \ Cade i 

- Zs has been issued by Ft. McCoy. — . 

: ee B Earlier, Wisconsin Natural iy SS a r) 
BERKS Resources reported an either-sex — 

FA Tha n k hunt there this year on Uf : Y < 
a Y November 6 and 7. This was a NS 

t h e incorrect. The season will be for \\ N 
f LZ muzzle-loaders and bucks only. s is 
| LY Z, | a n d A hunter's choice permit for unit Coming attractions eco 
2 le 55 will be required to take a 
= doe or fawn. 

ce own eS r Other muzzle-loader hunts January-February: 

will be held during the regular ***Columbia County recycling ***New-style wood-duck houses 
Before the hunt ver year oe berets ***Wisconsin iceboats — fastest ***Toxic air 
Buy him a Wisconsin Natural parks: Governor Doage (Unit of the fast ***Woodcutting for fun and fuel 

Resources. gift subscription! | 70C), Blue Mounds (70D) and ***Thoreau in Wisconsin 
Use the envelope inthecenter | Perrot (61A). Only hunters 
of your magazine. holding hunter's choice permits 

will be admitted. 
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The Delavan Founder’s Oak aa 
Sh y¥ 

One of Wisconsin's early pioneers, who kept a daily journal, = <= /7 XX \ 
recorded in it that on the night of July 2, 1836, he slept under —ees? Sky Ne Vo} 
a large bur oak tree. At the time he was on an exploring trip = Zf 4 SS ROS Hei ; 
in what became Walworth County. A few days later this man, f ie ESN Be oe Los Woe 
Samuel Faulkner Phoenix, established a sawmill on Lake Oe oo ay = NK ry AN, < BT i hat 

Delavan and founded the city of the same name. The next aS Se +5 Oo? = eh fo WE SPS 
year Phoenix, a New Yorker, brought his family back to i <os5 inp i € ik <2 & WY)/ Vie 
Wisconsin. He died here at the age of 42 in 1840. x ae St " aw’ ey 
; The tree under which he slept is now estimated to be 400 Gat oe A MEA saa as iF} 

‘0 410 years old. It was a favorite roosting place for Ta Go tes y ae he WP ss 

passenger pigeons from 1830 until 1870 when the birds ey SoH Ai pS ay 7 ix aces ie 
became extinct. Now 10 feet 4-1/2 inches in circumference, [iy $=“ 7) Ra sr S\N, ae 
its symmetrical branches extend over a circle 85 to 90 feet in Feo — ae a Be gh, AP / ee ‘pce 
diameter. Because of its huge size, spread and symmetry, it mitwgc teen) tes € ; prs : cay ere 
dominates the park-like grounds (next to 509 North Terrace SANs eas Se a IG BO FS ae “am! 
Street) and its fellow conifers and ornamental with kingly 5 eae oe. ¥ eae) (ERA, Seek i 4 A 

meee gue ee OR See ae i 
Famous Apple Trees eee oe 4 fe ee a pee \ 
Se ee aaa ee Be ors eae ee ee 
Johnny Appleseed probably never visited Wisconsin. But k Ppp rr 
since apple seeds were easily carried in a small bag, many a RS ee eae 
early settlers brought them to the state and planted them on Delavan Founder’s Oak. Photo by R. D. Durbin. 

their homesteads. In 1936 the Wisconsin Agriculturist and 
Farmer asked its readers to send in nominations for the oldest 

apple tree. Fruit trees do not have a particularly long lifespan, The Rhodesdale Bald Cypress, 
and 60 years of age is considered hoary. Some remarkably Kenosha County 
long-lived trees were reported, however. Eee eee oe) ay aaa Ne we ree | 

A man in Racine wrote that several trees planted in a small A bald cypress, a tree normally found in the semi-tropics, has 

orchard on his land in 1844 were still bearing fruit after 92 achieved record size in Wisconsin because of a man’s 
years. A West Allis correspondent reported trees 86 years old penchant for the unusual. Over 100 years old, it still stands in 

and others told of trees 54 years old or older. the yard of the family farm in Kenosha County. Phil Sander, a 

Mark Nachtwey, from Maribel, recalled that his mother, the conservationist and naturalist, rediscovered the tree and 

first white woman married in that area, planted a small ferreted out the story. 

orchard from apple seeds in 1842. One tree, a crab, was left, Clarence Rhodes, who with his brother Frank owned the 
still bearing fruit in 1936, 94 years later. The tree stood at the farm until it was taken over by the Bong Air Base, said his 
east end of the Town of De Pere in Brown County, eight miles | grandfather, John Rhodes, planted the tree near the house, 
east of the city of De Pere. along with at least 14 other unusual species of trees, because 

It was not until 1891 that the Wisconsin Horticultural he liked unusual things. The tree produces round cones 

Society, 20 years after its founding, first planted trial apple instead of oblong ones. 

orchards comprising 56 varieties. Most of the early varieties John Rhodes, whose father Abraham had bought the land 
are no longer grown but two are still popular. Northwestern for $1.25 an acre back in the 1840s after sailing to the United 

Greening, originated near lola in Waupaca County in 1872, is States from Liverpool, England, obtained the tree when he 
favored for its uniform size and adaptability for freezing and visited his daughter, Mary Hoyt, in Estherwood, Louisiana. 
canning. The Wolf River variety — described as “‘large, red, Possibly the tree symbolized the healing over of the rift that 
tender and of good flavor” — appeared in 1875 and was developed when his daughter married young Hoyt, contrary to 

mentioned in the Wisconsin Horticultural Society Annual her parents’ wishes. 

Report. The tree, which now stands over 60 feet tall and measures 
In southwestern Wisconsin, eight or 10 apple growers 10 feet 9 inches in circumference, is the largest of its species 

along the Kickapoo River, a good apple growing area, exhib- in the state. Typically, strange nubbins, called knees, shoot 
ited their fruit for the first time at a Wisconsin State Fair in up from the roots of cypress trees. It is recorded by John’s 

1905. Gays Mills is famous today as the center of more than son, Clarence, that the knees were a nuisance and had to be 
1,200 acres of apple trees. continually cut away so the lawn could be mowed. 

Bayfield also saw early beginnings of the apple industry. Its The tree revealed its preference for warmer climes by 
port was accessible by boat so transportation to markets was audibly suffering through the cold Wisconsin winters. The 
no problem even before the railroad came in 1883. The Rrhodes family, inside the farmhouse on nights of bitter cold, 

Wealthy variety, and more recently the McIntosh, have been would often hear the tree give a mighty crack. In the morning 
widely grown on the Bayfield Peninsula, the northernmost they would find a crevice in the trunk big enough to put a 
commercial fruit-growing area in the United States. In Door mittened hand in. The cracks healed over, though, forming 
County, too, early horticulturists discovered the thumb protrusions on the trunk, and the tree lived on. 

extending into Green Bay had a climate remarkably suited to Cypress trees are known for their ability to attain a singular 
growing fruit, and commercial apple orchards were planted, age, and for their importance in history and in the Bible. 
as well as cherries and plums, in the last decade of the 19th Perhaps those were the associations that appealed to 

century. John Rhodes when he brought the tree back from the south 
The weather along Lake Michigan from Sheboygan to and planted it on his farm. Four generations lived there. The 

Kenosha is also clement enough for fruit trees. Some families bald cypress and its unusual fellow trees, including a white 
in this part of the state have been growing apples for five ash, an Austrian pine, and a ginkgo, are now part of the Bong 

generations Recreation Area. 
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Indian Trail Marker Trees Beloit and Monroe. Myron Olson, who grew up near Skinner 
ee Rood, recalls playing on the marker tree as a youngster. His 

Its hard to imagine Wisconsin, a tourist state, without its grandiather epeiaiede Pee oe caly sacl ch Tait - + : ee marker tree at Bluff View Park came down some years ago 
ubiquitous highway signs of every shape, size and description. when a new road went through 

But even early peoples living aS wilderees\needed help i A still-living trail marker is an oak in the yard of the 

get where they were going. Indian marker trees were their Walter Atwood home in Indian Hills, Madison, just a short 
—— Feditralls and pointediod trivertordesbural distance from the golf course at the Blackhawk Country Club. 
rou ee CI SIBEE SIE on Inte eepet cena: i It marks the trail Black Hawk and his followers used to flee 

g oe o mueles ia as eer Bee toward the Wisconsin River in 1832. A trail tree also once 

meter Rei sone) forays eee ie ee stood in what was then called Mercer’s Addition in Madison 
Archaeologist n 1965 by Phil Sander, a naturalist and (near West High School) . A hickory, it marked the crossing 
consewalloney expiains Puce eetmaneh: malkers were of two trails, and its branches, rather than its trunk, were 
made from selected living trees, usually hardwoods such as twisted to point in four directions. 

ook a oe ag c au ce: ot nell fexibly apd Another vanished tree was an Indian-carved beech that 
ce ; ; ses used to stand near the corner of Wells and Thirteenth Streets 

Sometimes in ior eanling Was buried o He) gun in Milwaukee. Into the trunk was cut an Indian figure with a 
Or the tip was tied to a stake by twisted vines or strips of bow . ‘i 

i : ‘ ; ow in one hand and an arrow in the other. The arrow pointed 
hide. As the tree continued to grow the tip would die off and Ro the Menominee Riven 
the trunk would assume a bent position. Usually a new upright i 
trunk formed from the old tip. As the tree matured it took 
shape as a “‘living road sign that could be easily recognized The Lunde Chestnut Trees, 
and would last the life of the tree.” Trempealeau County 

i [2° “SRS AS te: 
\ } f a ee is Se ee The American chestnut — undoubtedly one of the nation’s 
4 yw ™® HESS y xy ad most loved species of tree, enhanced by folklore, nostalgia 

: A. NG Se Weg sg and literary allusion — is commonly thought to be as extinct 
bi eae as ee Ye” ey as the dodo because of the chestnut blight introduced from 

ee eee Vo ve gal PN oN Asia in the very early years of this century. 
aa ek) ae . 2 hie ee: " It is true that most of the country’s chestnut stands, 

me pe se eS oN i) elt etsy certainly those in the eastern part of the country, were 
| 3 ee ae were he completely wiped out before 1940. This total destruction of a 
Bite. seen ee (eas EO native tree species was something never witnessed before 
f ; ee \ 1 Ae SS S that time. But contrary to what most folks believe, chestnuts 

ey + nee ar ee ak 4 ee are alive and well and living in Wisconsin. They make up a 
‘ 2 Z Jee ; ‘| wide oF ee ee significant portion of the genetically pure American chestnuts 

. eae 1 ee "\ left in the world. 
Poses Aealae ee 2 ee ee A large grove of them, many nearing the hundred-year-old 
a =. a “sl a Se Be | mark, is thriving in western Wisconsin, on the farm of Einar 
csp ceaterree Lt SARN! EN <2 Pe Sy 4 Lunde, three and a half miles east of Trempealeau. The 
oS sett ees | is S64 a ty largest one — holder of the state record — is 10 feet 7 
Ee rg HT NN gest fa o/s inches in circumference. There are also small groves of fruiting 
Kahrs a a a =e y chestnut trees in Green Lake and Sauk counties and single Rr oer See: \ eee SME te. 
ee i OE MR aN chestnut trees are scattered from Kenosha to Bayfield. 
Naturalist Phil Sander and the Twin Lakes Indian Trail Marker Tree. These Wisconsin trees are outside the chestnut’s native 

zone of 20 eastern states. During the years of the blight’s 
One such trail tree stands at Twin Lakes in Kenosha scourge, they were protected by the effective barrier of 500 

County near the top of a high ridge overlooking the northeast miles of open country. Prevailing westerly winds also helped 
bay of the lower lake. Oriented south, it points to the land keep the fast-acting and fatal fungus, for which no cure is 
bridge separating the two lakes and the site of an old village presently known, out of Wisconsin. 

and cemetery. The tree is probably 300 years old. The trees on Einar Lunde’s farm provide more than just 
Sander discovered another trail tree in Adams County in esthetic enjoyment, though the sight of them covered with 

1977. Located in Springville Township, it is a few miles east Of — snowy-white catkins around the first of July is a thrilling one. 
the Wisconsin River bridge on the south side of Highway 82, Their copious harvest of nuts is gathered both for delicious 
in a picnic area. It “‘points’’ west. eating and for use by forest researchers in efforts to breed a 

At Green lake, on the Victor Lawson estate, bent trees blight-resistant chestnut. 

indicated the old trail passing through those grounds. Chestnut trees have received frequent mention in the 
Two fine examples of Indian-bent trees marking trails may annals of Wisconsin history. Increase Lapham, the state’s first 

be seen in the Horicon Marsh area. One, at the west end of scientist, recommended over a hundred years ago that 
Horicon, is a large oak with a massive branch bent to point chestnuts be planted because of the value of their nuts, 
the way. Just west of Highway 28 on a farm is a large bur favored by man and beast alike. There is evidence that early 
oak, possibly upwards of 200 years old, with interesting settlers brought the chestnut to Wisconsin because they 
branches twisted to indicate direction. cherished not only its fruit and the beauty of its flowers, but 

Southeast of Brodhead, near reconstructed Highway 81 also its all-round usefulness for fenceposts, shingles, poles, 
alongside Skinner Road, stands an Indian marker tree—a ties and charcoal. 
white oak—that dates back to pre-settlement days. Like most In 1859, it is recorded that a farmer named Jacob Lowe 

marker trees, the old bent shape indicates that the tip of the from Columbia County won a prize from the State Historical 

tree was tied at ground level and a new terminal shoot grew Society for the first chestnuts produced by his young trees. 
upward at right angles to it. This tree helped Indian runners 

mark the way from the Great Lakes to the Mississippi River, a Q 
trail that is now followed by cars on Highway 81 between 
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Illustration by Jeff Madson. 

DWIGHT BOYER, GREAT LAKES AUTHOR ate 
in a century had mauled the shipping 

lanes. Ten big freighters disappeared 
(8 SEN SS SRR A RAS A TE TL RITE EEE LD with all hands, and ascore more lay 

A note from the Captain of the schooner broken and stranded on the beaches. All 
Rouse Simmons was found in a bottle on the along the lakes, shorelines were littered 
beach at Sheboygan in November of 1913. It with masts, lifeboats, spars, bodies and 
said: “Friday...everybody goodbye. | guess ruined cargo. Four hundred seamen 
we are all through. During the night the small perished in those four terrible days and 
boat was washed overboard. Leaking bad. ae ete Pied peer record 
Ingvald and Steve lost too. God help us.” It was entirely in keeping with the 

Herman Schunemann shrewd Captain’s character that he was 
ee able to turn these excesses of nature to 

his own advantage. Deep snow in the 
There is an old saying that sailors are The Captain’s Christmas-tree haul tree farms made it impossible for men 

not good businessmen, otherwise they was a seasonable but highly remunera- and horse-drawn rigs to reach cutting 
wouldn't be sailors. Captain Herman tive operation typical of his enterprising _ plots. Frantic wholesalers in Chicago 
Schunemann was an exception to the spirit. It was a choice plum to be were already clamoring for trees, and 
rule. In an age when steam and propel- plucked before ice and snow ended the only Herman Schunemann was in a posi- 
lers were rapidly relegating sailing craft freshwater shipping season. tion to deliver. 
to boneyards, he always managed to When big timber operators moved So while other companies were still 
keep [his] old schooner [the Rouse westward after denuding the Upper totaling their losses in ships and men, 
Simmons] on the move and making a Peninsula of choice timber, they left the Captain had every available 
profit. A deckload of boxed apples from —_ behind a gold mine in five, six, seven and woodsman in the bush cutting trees. A 
Green Bay to Chicago, fence posts from __ eight-foot stands of second-growth pine _steady stream of haulers dragged cut 
Manistique to Port Huron, shingles from and balsam. Quick to see the possibili- trees down to trails, and horse-drawn 
St. Ignace to Detroit, or salt from ties, Captain Schunemann set about bobsleds brought towering loads to 
Amherstburg to Milwaukee, it made little turning nature’s bounty into ready cash. Schunemann’s dock at Thompson 
difference to the Captain so long as the Low water-transportation costs and Harbor, just south and west of 
ship earned a few honest dollars. Her available cheap labor to cut, bundle and _—Manistique. 
canvas was old and patched, her haul the trees to his dock enabled him to Part of the schooner’s crew bundled 
cordage frayed and knotted and her undersell Wisconsin and Minnesota trees and tossed them into the hold, 
galley perpetually understocked, but the growers obliged to ship their trees to where others jammed them into every 
valiant old three-sticker sailed on long Chicago by rail. available inch of space from keel to deck 
after newer and bigger schooners were The 1913 season was a disastrous beams. From bow to stern, the aged 
snaked into lonely and polluted backwa- _ one for Great Lakes vessel operators. Rouse Simmons was crammed with 
ters to rot away. From November 8 to 12, the worst storm fragrant cargo. 
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When the hatch planking was lashed lessly back to the steamy, clanking belly “We might save her now,” the 
down and most of the laborers of the tug, each convinced that Captain Captain shouted. ‘Give me a little 
dismissed, she was well down to the Schunemann had taken leave of his daylight and, by Godfrey, I'll get her into 
winter loading-line but carried her cargo senses! shelter at Bailey’s Harbor!” 

with the trim dignity and grace of a well- Keeping the vessel headed east- There are some who believe the 
built ship. southeast just long enough to be certain Captain might have made the harbor 

But the woodsmen had worked fast of clearing Wiggins Reef and shoals off safely but for a sly caprice of Mother 
and efficiently. When the hatch tarpau- Point aux Barques, the Captain then Nature. Just at dawn, when first ghostly 
lins were battened down, hundreds of swung her west-southwest for Chicago. _ light would have enabled the Captain to 
trees were still piled on the dock, worth The mounting gale, blowing west- get his bearings, the wind suddenly 

nothing there but representing a tidy southwest, whistled over Wisconsin, swung into the east and now brought 

fortune in Chicago. The thrifty Captain gathered new strength over the tossing with it a furious snowstorm and a breath- 
must have mentally calculated their wastes of Green Bay and thundered on taking drop in temperature. 

marketable value, for just as the cook over Lake Michigan. Rolling almost The seas still swept over the gallant 
was about to announce dinner he undeterred through passages above St. old schooner, but now when they rolled 
rounded up first mate Charles Nelson. Martin Island and Rock Island, the giant onward they left a thin, white coating of 

“Get some of the men back,’’ he seas caught the Rouse Simmons on her ice, a sheath that thickened with each 

ordered. ‘‘We’re going to take a deck starboard beam as she left quieter succeeding wave. By eight o’clock the 

load!” waters in the lee of Point Detour and Rouse Simmons was helpless. Her torn 
The weary sailors and dock hands Summer Island. sails and lower rigging were a rigid 

relayed more bundles aboard. Row upon Caught now in the stunning force of formation of ice, her white-rimmed masts 

row, they pyramided trees the length of winds that screeched onward at 60 miles _jutting up like frosted church spires. 
the deck. From bowsprit to stern cabin, _ per hour, the schooner heeled far over to Huge knobs of ice grew alarmingly on 
the Rouse Simmons sagged under her port as the storm-taut canvas pulled at each tackle block, cleat, lanyard and 
burden. So little freeboard was left that her topmasts. Protesting, her ribs and chock. 
her outer bobstays were submerged. deadwood groaned as the weight of the Held down by mounting tons of ice 

They finished trimming her by lantern seas fell on her weathered deck planking _ built up on her bobstay chains, martin- 
light, lashing the deck load as best they _and tore at her bulwarks. White water gale rigging and bowsprit, her bow 

could. Earlier the Captain had contem- covered her port rail almost continuously _ sloughed into the surging green hills with 
plated two trips because of the unique while seas boarding over the bow a beaten, almost-subservient spirit. 

market conditions, but the extremely hammered unceasingly at her lashed Water cascading into her hold through 
cold weather and likelihood of early deck cargo. battered hatch covers fell upon the 
freeze-up indicated only one would be Huddled in the small stern cabin and bundled trees, and soon water and 

possible. But that one would probably lower deck bunks while Captain cargo were turned into solid ice. 
be the most profitable he had ever Schunemann fought the wheel, 16 At noon on the 26th, during a tempo- 

undertaken! crewmen listened to the wild, discordant, rary lull in the snowstorm, surfmen of the 

At noon on November 25, in the face shrieking gale as it played an agonizing _ old United States Lifesaving Service 
of a rising gale that sent other vessels symphony in the time-worn rigging up spotted the Rouse Simmons from the 
beating frantically for shelter, the Rouse top. station tower at Sturgeon Bay. Flying 
Simmons spread her patchwork canvas Above the gurgling rush of the seas distress signals, she was low in the water 
to hungry winds and swung on an east- they heard the brash strumming of the but apparently being driven swiftly along 
southeast tack into surging rollers on gale laboring at the big sticks. Blocks, by the gale. 

Lake Michigan. Split by downward stays, wire, rope and chain each gave Ringing the alarm bell, the surfman 
lunges of her martingale and bobstays, out its own peculiar snarling chant ran to the tower steps and shouted 
mounting green seas on the open lake audible above the anvil chorus of the down, ‘‘Three-masted schooner in 
lathered up over her bow to spend their mast hoops, each clanking and chat- distress off the ship canal!”’ 

foaming fury in the matted bulk of tering a different eerie dirge against After a hurried conference between 
Christmas trees stacked under her fore- masts and booms. officers and men, they decided it would 
sail boom. Below them they heard the tortured be impossible to catch the storm-driven 

The steam tug Burger with the moaning of the mizzenmast laboring in ship with their small surfboat. The news 
schooner Dutch Boy in tow had safely her oaken steps. Forward in the hull, the | was telephoned to the Kewaunee 

rounded Seul Choix Point and was fragrant pine and balsam cargo dead- station, some 25 miles to the south. 
rolling rails under as she neared the ened the sound of joints working and There, lifesavers immediately launched a 
shelter of Manistique when Dennis whining in chorus. large surfboat and rowed outward, 
Gallagher, her master, first sighted the Sometime during the night, as some attempting to intercept the distressed 
downbound schooner off his bow. His of the sailors were checking lashings, a schooner. 
excited hammering on the pilothouse tremendous sea swept over the ship. For two hours they searched the 
floor quickly brought the rest of his crew | With a sodden, scraping rush, many heaving seas without success. Suddenly 

to his side. bundled trees went over the port side, there came another lull in the storm, and 
“Mother of God, look!”” he screamed __ taking two sailors and the small boat for | someone cried, “‘There she is!” 

above the howling wind. ‘‘That crazy good measure. A sorry sight she was. The remnants 

Dutchman’s going out in this, an’ him Freed of some of her burden, the of her topsails flapped furiously like a 

with every inch of canvas up!” Rouse Simmons shook like a punch- forgotten flag on a courthouse steeple 

Unbelievingly, they peered out port drunk fighter and waded into the rearing and her cordage swung in frozen knots. 
windows between sheets of water that greenbacks off Porte Des Morts. The hull — burdened down by hundreds 
shot over the tug’s bow to sluice the Lashed together near the wheel, its of tons of ice — had barely enough free- 
upper rails and pilothouse glass. violent thrashings now claiming their board to keep her afloat and each 
Awestruck by the sight of the gray-sailed combined efforts, Captain Schunemann __ rushing comber took her down still 
old schooner butting into the rising seas, and first mate Nelson saw a glimmer of farther. 
they shook their heads and went word- hope in the situation. Desperately the lifesavers pulled 
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toward her, but before they could cover = BS | an ty Pee ee : 

a fraction of the distance the smothering ail ae Gan ae ba are arene! <a gas 

blanket of snow returned and the oe ae eS See nS aT 
schooner vanished from sight like a i a a Oe Se ee Be og ae ae 

i ae So ee a ee ae 
phantom derelict. ae ae Se 2 eS A 

No living person ever saw the House 7 sg, i Geos eer aa 
Simmons again. a ae a = a ps 

i aad a a eS 
There was a shortage of Christmas Z ae Sar OSE Se ee ¥ 

trees in Chicago that year, but not along = — . eae o Mae 9 Re ey a 

the Wisconsin shore. On December 12 rg aes ee ea ase BOP a aii ; 

and frequently thereafter, commercial 2 csi Fe lls ere er — 

fishermen from Two Rivers Point Ri cd oy Uy fy Ses ‘ ee ites. si ee 

reported bitterly that they found their * aie 7 Sa) Oe er 
4 7 ae “Ss - ‘ 4 ree Me PR se 

nets clogged with Christmas trees tas Tera 10 ra. eT =| 
hundreds of them! = Parr Fe eaerort | . ae Pe ee Roda 

oy ole | / Rn h er? seed 
fi Ae se fr 7 ae a ager ~ 

LY fe Ye [ti a_i pee Pe: * ae 

From Great Stories of the Great Lakesby ee a ie Bi. ae me Ait + an A 
Dwight Boyer. Copyright 1966, Dodd, Mead uf oC Loa Se ira # Rs ie 
and Co.; 79 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. a fof A - ye ef PP L om our 

10016. 7 272k) 6fe WR Rg : 
' iy a oe : Ae ae Li | ; ees —_ SA 

ie if fe 1! io este 
i $ : * air z Pt pee 

ef 0g} fe weap hel Bagh: a PO ae i 

GPT beg Ni mae > Me og. fee) #3 hy / See ade is . 
Captain Schunemann’s friend, Pegleg Claude 44, * Br ad 26 age, a 
Winter, leader of a wayward work force of 4h fey i] t i a4 Anat , 

waterfront derelicts waited at the dock on the Fey } jae pe 5 
morning of November 27, 1913. But the 4 / pane Wh Means “4 ce 

Rouse Simmons never arrived. By then she 7 j <a Se ag a 

already lay on the bottom of Lake Michigan a el © . Y 

off the Kewaunee Harbor. tiustration by Mardelle ee = exe baa 
Ayres. ; a ae 

Se eS ' —- 

se . ) iy 4 
eae Be | Be 

3 3 \7 
Be Bake | ae 

be : / # 
Ma ee + e. 

eS I a 
@ ie © ! ] a 

e oo p —— 4] i Z . 

Ca RL. QM? " , sd 

ee 5 Co i ] | es N fi - 

wee ke 4 a ss "i 

ow : . P ZA eS | y I j = 

a r Rn tl a 2 
oo = ff , a < Le > SA ‘ ir, 
tess mie ane jp Nd RSA | %: iy ene a ast a 

Rouse Simmons, ns o a = vols eae or - ia 4s 

the Christmas PORT } N\ A cee 

Tree Ship. ig, a N Sar 

Photo courtesy of the 2 ee az oe a 

Manitowoc Maritime Museum. » aw « at § a 
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ee 2s ee ey ee 

if vt uy \ \ his ee ae 
y VAX 9 Hunter-Landowner UV a 

AAS \ Hunters and landowners in Wisconsin are i WAAAY: a Bight 
not natural antagonists. They are really quite Vy Wh Nf i 

\) close. Thousands of landowners hunt and x \ \ CY: os 
Ve vice versa! But like any close relationship, irri- \\ Zp ve » <a 
i tations arise and can sometimes rub pretty \y i ihe va ae - i 

es raw. For many years they’ve involved ae iN AF 
xt crowds, property damage and ethics and for y ax Aa aa 

Nie de many years proposed solutions have gone : Me, AG , 
\y Nj TBE AY round and round. Today, however, some real 3 KY li , fae 

We ENN \ ii / fs solutions may be at hand. Hunters recognize ve. WV Ee \/ oe 
I | Fk J ) : that a limited amount of wildlife lives on ts \ \ : a 

Bi Viz NY i private land. At the same time they see their Vos {| ‘ ie 
Pi ¥. ¥ P own numbers growing while acres open to \ i, WiVy . \ ff we 
ae A , 4B hunting shrink. SO a i ORG i 
baie i. Pa To deal with the problem, the Natural Ai Ny AWN ie 
> ri os VE o: Resources Board has set up a Hunter-Land- A aie 
JA Pe ks is 4 = “4 owner Steering Council. It grew out of a oes 4 Rs 

Pe ES Ps “Deer Hunting and the Landowner Confer- ae  \ i 
os “ 2. ence” at UW-Stevens Point last spring. : : SS Ae aS gx. 

= é Landowners, sportsmen and government 2 et is 

Ss 4 my personnel were equally represented. : ok ac - 
: A, . Together they came up with a number of ‘ oa 

cs possible solutions to ease the problems and . HAY 

P encourage property owners to leave their . i = 

. land open for recreation. é Se 
g Right now, they are all strictly ideas to y YS i 

E chew on, but conference participants have 5 A \ a 
: ; agreed on the following objectives: e : ae: 

fr Se @ Trespass laws in Wisconsin should be ¥ a SiS 
* eet Ses decriminalized so that they can be enforced ee 

Z Fae > IF wats as a citation system, like traffic tickets. } . Se 
a TD alts Ee) § Liability should be legally reduced if a 4 ae 
6 Ee a ae Gaul ., . . uf aa ft} oh i re Se landowner authorizes recreational use of his . 5 i im 
YS eee Sis pt property. " 4 oe 
e a > Ne @ DNR should expand and improve its ree 4 a 
cian ee 14 lan hunter education program. Te. Fe A) «i Fade 

1 a @ Hunter education should be required for i eas, eS} ; Fe Seas 
: a if ae, | FI ‘ all hunters. Nite Ur icged iY v4 \ ) 

RA , 7 BAIl land should be protected from tres- : ie : : | {eters 
sto a 1/ ‘ ; pass without a posting requirement. et Vis ee 

ze | { ; @ DNR wardens should be empowered to Se en Well 3. mae 
oe RI! ee enforce trespass laws. i e - 

| * r is @ Direct fee hunting on private land should iS oR a 
| Poi | " be a private transaction between the hunter { . | : e 

= | | Mf iW Wi) and the landowner. The state should not be | { ei pee ; 
6 ht i javolved: ee NS 

eo ; | he ae SS \ @ Indirect fees should be pursued by the 
o ' , ae state through additional hunting fees (to The committee is made up of 10 

en lease land for hunting) . members. They are Chairman William J. 
@ DNR should improve public relations Horvath, Stevens Point, Regional Represent- Jia 
between the landowner and the hunter. ative, National Association of Conservation 
@ DNR should provide assistance to land- Districts; Otto Christopherson, Wisconsin 4 

“Someone has said that we are all _ owners for wildlife habitat development. Dells, dairy farmer and town board member; 
5 islanders shouting lies at each @ There should be a system of landowner Anne Fancher, Crivitz, Secretary, Wisconsin [i 

“— other across oceans of misunder- preference for hunters choice permits. Bowhunters; Representative David Helbach, Jj 
standing. He might very well have "Written permissions should be required for (D) Stevens Point; Doug Johnson, * 

i been speaking of farmers and city all hunters to hunt on private lands. Milwaukee, past president of the Wisconsin J 
~ sportsmen in nearly any settled i Legislation i ales ae oe Wildlife Federation; Daniel P. Meyer, : = 

= agricultural community. In old jamage payment to landowners should be Wisconsin Rapids, Director of Public Affairs, ia 
‘ ttled tical the 6 explored and developed. Consolidated Papers, Inc. and past Vice- 
cm 8 COROT NES, CO TRE Or The Natural Resources Board’s Hunter- Chairman of the Governor’s Council on , 

mm and the Sportsman are ab war, Landowner Steering Council is charged with _ Forest Productivity; Francis W. Murphy, 
great oceans of misunderstanding carrying out these broadly-stated objectives. Portage, Chairman, Wisconsin Conservation Mc 

“@ roll between them and lies are Already the Council has endorsed in principle Congress; John Piechowski, Red Granite, ES 
= hurled back and forth like shells the concept of changing the trespass law farmer and gunshop owner; Allen Riese, ae 

| from battleships.” and reducing legal liability for landowners Oregon, grain farmer; and Representative a 
Outdoor Magazine, 1901. who permit recreational use of their property. Tommy G. Thompson, (R) Elroy. 

tee ¢ i SS ee Re — ae = £ ‘ 

al we eZ CS eee Qe oe aol



; DNR wildlife managers had a 
good chunk of deer range. For a 
couple years, they carefully 
controlled season length, hunting 
pressure and the buck-doe-fawn 
bag. Pretty soon there were a lot 

i of big trophy bucks. Hunters 
loved It. 

U JOHN F. KUBISIAK, DNR research 
- oi project leader, Sandhill Wildlife Area 

With just the right combination of 
open and closed seasons, Wisconsin’s 

} a i central sand counties can produce the 

| | / | ’ kind of big trophy bucks hunters dream 

: | * about. That fact came on strong in the 
} \ popular experimental hunt at the 

, uy a ! Sandhill Wildlife Area last year and 

; H i | dispels the myth that the sand counties 
\ / \ Hy | { i can’t produce big deer. 

{ i i & } On the first day of a special three-day 
ae | i | Fi ‘ ' season, 120 hunters took 56 deer — a 

: | } 1 ae 47% success rate. There were 44 
| A { i } } | } i bucks, 40 with forked horns. One was 

| ie ! ‘ ] , } } j the largest deer ever taken at Sandhill, 
; Ne ee SO SILT § H an 11-pointer that weighed 200 pounds. 

r i i, . A ie ee . Other records showed 29 racks with 
| | ; i ee eight points or more and 14 animals that 

nA) Pies ERs SAS comet 11 : weighed in at over 160 pounds. 
{ RABE H iy (oa ‘ F Wy, r Needless to say, a management plan 
seul e i ! Ps : that can produce so many bucks of this 

: Vs 4 an t % H | stature has aroused plenty of interest. 

ar \ Avan ) i , { It's expected that the future will bring 
Nea { i ei H demands to expand the experiment to 
\$ TX \ BSN t other localities. 

ENE NS) ey i Sandhill is located in central 
i 1 bo, me feo. 14 Wisconsin near Babcock. It comprises 

un 1h A : 14-1/2 square miles of prime deer range 
a Ge "\\\ \ Heian aiA enclosed by a deer-proof fence. On the 

; Vr I Vip, first day of the hunt last year, animals of 
y, oid ae =) any age or sex were legal targets. In the 

ont ri i } remaining two days, bag was restricted 
va , to antlerless deer only as part of the 

f A management strategy to prevent an 
a We | ' it over-harvest of adult bucks. The hunt 

i " \y" x was held one week prior to the regular 

ae \ Sn 9-day gun deer season. 
\ \%, 4 v Hunters were chosen in a random 

‘ eit es 7 drawing and a phenomenal 4,400 indi- 
4 hy ¥ viduals applied for the 125 permits 

4 Seas A hi . issued on the first day. Another 225 

y were drawn for the antlerless hunt that 
took place on the second day. On the 
third it was first-come, first-serve. Appli- 

i cants sent in from throughout the state. 

é Some 46% were from more than 100 
miles away, compared to 29% within 50 

4 miles. About 51% of the permits actu- 
‘ \ ally issued went to people who drove 

? d more than 100 miles. Two came from 
Pennsylvania. 

More than 65% of the bucks taken at Sandhill carried eight- point racks or larger. Nearly a The 280 hunters who participated 
third weighed at least 160 pounds. Photo by author. took 90 deer in three days, including 44 
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in yey Poa ee BE kB. 
n S i Si at “cae pik aw f As, ij 

f F Fe aie I \ ae : HP “ae o 

| Pz, 5 3 a , os % . a ) 

\ : Ohi ASAT Eon Seip ene A 
PA Se ese. Leer Scam! ea Shy , es y 

an NIG eee ae aa es ES Ms ‘ wees AKA an 

A ar oo AE an i a (IS a 
ee aoe ie i rene 2 ie Fo ee Ot Nae ih Fay haz ‘ 
Soe Cen iW AN oe ae ee Beek A ae a a 

Reh le RED Se MPAA Dee «ype RE cman 5 sh ag ee Ue a ; , ee 

See sk ee Co a POD sie SSMS a Pie 
eg GA et og path Ba ofan te tes eens, Ot Ue gS To a pee Rie as P 
ee eat ALN eae Be oe Pe SSO Re Rae 
ERE pete hu, Rene SM Cas ulitts oe pan On oat fe. ay hs vy Sela amas Re TOL. Homan ae fee 

be Fp ete Sus ee ee pe ga? ; Ho oe eae eee 
PRS ea 2 ee oy ca OO I NEN SONG, aa RG 
Saas oe rh en ae ME gegnees Bap nah ac Peet MN, (ot OT th ae 
fT as og As pg UE SS CR Oy, AR COE Co Be aa Mea 
BW eo) aaa le Soe itn Bre. Re gates Ne Pee oes Rs een 
SE ees, Re Fo Cats Be IESE ANG Oe Ran NN SoA eR, ae a {Ai Salem 
Bee aie ee rae ag ON. Net hs Ce tase 
On the first day of the special three -day Sandhill season, hunters were allowed to shoot antlered bucks for the first time in three 
years. The result of this delayed harvest was some splendid bucks like this one. Photo by Joe Haug. 

od ee , a te : 
* rs ry * A 

re * Restricting the hunt to antlerless deer on the 
“ is second and third days allows a young 

‘va n buck like this spike to grow to maximum- 

’ : ,  é f size as a four or five-year-old. Photo by author. aa a : 7 

Pees 4! ‘ 5 . 

+ nl A alt adult bucks, 28 adult does and 18 

A PA A y fawns. 
é 4 at a f The number of deer killed but not 
te a ) ° A recovered amounted to only 9% of total 

ae ait F \ season mortality. Included were four 
re Y adult bucks, two adult does and three 

: Cie Fi Tw ¢ an fawns. In addition, three adult bucks 

} ig x ae . Bh were shot illegally and four fawns were 

v | . 8 fe -_ shot and left untagged. 
e+° ' Aa , Most hunters expressed a high 

. ¥ iN degree of satisfaction. They saw deer, 
particularly adult bucks, or they had 
shooting opportunities. The first day, 
79% saw one or more bucks and 51% 

; saw one or more the last two days. They 
ie enjoyed the natural surroundings and 

; appreciated the lack of competition. 

There were never more than 10 hunters 
per square mile and crowding was mini- 

| mized. Hunters were distributed 
bs throughout four compartments which 

i ie | cover three to four square miles each. 

- The profile to application questions 

PT en, ‘ revealed through answers showed 60% 

at. P| Fa Mia alias \ of the hunters were between 21 and 40 
ia ‘ ny ee and 14% were under 21. Only 5% of 

" & PA Hi . those applying were over 60 years old. 

\ v é a 4 The group had a broad range of opin- 

\ \ : e Be vat ions as to what constituted a ‘‘trophy”’ 

J deer. For 78%, a buck bearing a six- 
point rack or better would qualify, while 

for 59% it took eight or more points and 
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The author weighs in a Sandhill trophy. ® Sa 7 y 

Photo by Don Johnson. Ft 3 = 

y yf ia 
36% preferred 10. The remainder \ e if i) 
suggested various combinations, @ ee 2 | ~~ ‘ 
including bucks with antler spreads : ge ee 

exceeding 20 inches, or bucks weighing 4 , ) k 4 Ne ‘wa & - 

more than 200 pounds. Some consid- 4 
ered any buck or any deer a trophy. Pa 4 \, et 4 £ i 5 

Other data showed 68% were applying ‘ eld — ae 
to hunt Sandhill for the first time while : Le ‘ ys roe. ate it ta my 
22% had hunted deer there before. Only 4 = f e « r 
8% had bagged deer during previous ) = ed 

Sandhill hunts. Sixty-nine percent . A Seal | 
planned to use a center-fire rifle, 11% a CA. P jj Re > es 
muzzle-loader and 9% shotguns. A f fs F = 

The idea for trophy buck manage- I ad ae ae a ——_ 
ment at Sandhill was put together in SP. 4 i pa ii” “ ne a ' 

1979 by a special committee determined at A tg a en 
to refute the area’s reputation for 7 al Ta an Pt ee. eg 3 * 
producing small deer and bucks with — . Pg 2 0S or ee | 
inferior racks. The committee knew that 5 = a ee I vie 
in the central Wisconsin country domi- = # Pe 
nated by aspen, oak and jack pine, adult ea ae Cee dk hi ea : 
bucks are harvested at a high rate and oe eee ae ee J = . 
few survive beyond their second year. ay aoe a5 8 a 
They don’t live long enough to become . : \t b. ¢f-87 ie Ka 
prime-aged four- to five-year-olds : os Yaris : 1 ah 
capable of developing large body size a ak a> @h wees 
and exceptional racks. But the es Joh ae Ay com 
committee designed a management plan bese A ma: ay i oe e be Be wa. 
to let this happen. The group recom- -f- ee a af ¢ ue Ve were Po 
mended a conservative harvest of only #.- ad yf A pe ee] “i Be 
antlerless deer in both 1979 and ’80. This SO ol iio! Ce ee 
increased the herd and protected adutt | "\/ 9 kae Ay | A » a 
bucks in preparation for the 1981 hunt. > Yigg Pie x e a a, 

Trophy-buck management followed ye ie ae ‘4 Meo 
two special either-sex muzzle-loader Pre OS i a. 
hunts in 1977 and '78. Some very SE i ERR ETRE og Pes 
respectable deer were taken then, veri- pie gc berite sist ois es 4 ees Pc si 
fying Sandhill’s big buck-producing PE Bega ee, Deg SS te ge 
capability. Of 119 adult bucks taken by E Ta Cag ng P ot : 
muzzle-loaders, 58 had racks with eight ae : oe = 
points or more, while 20 exceeded 170 Lost hunters! Continued from page 5 

pounds, field dressed, and six were in found him.”’ He said the young man’s Also like other DNR pilots, he’s been 

the 190-pound-plus class. One of the mother, worried and fearing for her son’s _ trained in the skills that make up 
largest weighed 193 pounds and hada | atety, waited the entire night at the successful search and rescue. He gets a 
sseeole fee a ppaeene be sages command post. It was a tearful moment good physical and psychological 
SR oa B at es ese mr nee when her son was found. description of the lost hunter, keeps alert 

Phys ze alter tour Yeats Oli ciose Neither hunter suffered ill effects from for the tiniest light or slightest ground 

poasoie ot cand was completely their brief stay in the wild, authorities movement and flies transects and search 

removed in 1972. But deer reentered say. To this day, Erickson has not met patterns. He also ee his bullhorn and 

after beaver made a hole in the fence. either man. Bath would just as soon Pen OTe te Cer ee cae relsc 
Occasional unlocked gates let in others forget that the incidents happened. victims on the ground. 
and by the fall of 1977 the herd had Bressette’s mother, however, sent a j Erickson says that, in many ways, 

increased to more than 350. Since then, special note of thanks to all those who night rescues are easier than daytime 

fall deer populations have reached 425 helped rescue her son. ones, when other hunters in the same 

to 450 animals. Later the following month, Sheriff general area can confuse the search for 

Because trophy buck management at pia ot) ieee eee ye one WG eta vet thouphibe bebeves 
SanCANInaalbeenieo slccosstullana special law enforcement ‘‘Certificate of his airplane isan extremely useful search 

Beentaa hiner have ondormsed ithe Recognition” for his outstanding work in tool, he credits good cooperation 

program will be continued. A hunt similar the’search: eee Eee a alo cas 
to 1981 will be held this year icubess Erickson is a veteran of 1,000 hours ment officials on the ground for much of 

quent years, there will be a gra idueted of professional flight time and 25 search the machine’s success. ; 

harvest schedule designed to maintain a and rescue missions. A retired Navy flyer Each year thousands of experienced 
better-than-average number of trophy with 40 year’s experience in the air, like and inexperienced hunters go afield. 
bucks in the herd. And if all goes well most DNR pilots he practices search and When some fail to return home on time, 
eimilar management willbe expanded to | fescue techniques while flying hours and air searches prove highly valuable. : 

ether localiestc) hours of routine night missions, check- _ Two hunters in northern Wisconsin 
ing for fish and game violators. will vouch for that. O a5
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... 
i? Cy ae an ~e, & “Who’s a hunter?” in ‘“‘Hunter’s Almanac ’82” 
wee pe ey) : (September-October) , really raised my back hairs! 

nee some a 4 You stated that “‘in the past, many individuals — espe- 
_— Ye Yes, Weer. cially nonresidents — have taken part in hunts by spotting, 

sc we 3 tracking and driving game or handling dogs without ever 
“Be if Me fa oe 4 : actually carrying a gun or shooting anything” or buying a 

ee OE CS ag) Chit f ae license. 
ee W hl Mh is | own a residence and several parcels of land in northern 
SS ee eee bl SL /. / Wisconsin. Although | use my home there only a small 

You slipped up in your September-October issue. Prints Pe. eae | pacnes ce etie hee Tae? 

tropntao paintings ts Ap lcacn ng) storm aby connigcterson licenses 'm considered a nonresident, and | must pay the 
and ‘‘Into the Wind” by Gregory C. Caron are available only nonteeldentprice rine! z 
from Northwind Publications. The printhouse to which you iinave peer haar hunting in Wisconsin for over 30 years 

ee ee. oe one In all those years, never has a nonresident adult in our camp 

P.O. Box 249, a Crnese wi pene : not possessed the proper license. True, on some occasions 

ak 3 : a father has taken his young son along to teach him the 

You published a letter about farm owners and the vagaries of deer hunting prior to joining us at camp for the 
damage done by deer to their crops. But, what about the hunt. But virtually every year we have seen residents, armed 
damage done to deer by a lot of these farmers’ dogs, which with one or two resident tags, invade sections of the woods 

are allowed to run loose all over other people’s property? we hunt — with assorted wives, girlfriends, sons, daughters, 
If you live in the city and own a dog, it must be tied and cousins and sometimes even the family dog driving deer. 

have a collar, license and rabies tag. But when you move | sometimes wonder how the DNR gathers information, 

out in the country and buy 40 acres on which to live and and whether the department really has any sense of fair 
enjoy wildlife, every dog for miles around comes onto your play. i 
land. The dogs rarely have a collar or any means of identifi- DR. E. F. KAMINSKI, Chicago 
cation on them. Thanks for the reminder that Wisconsinites have no 

Even if you catch a dog in the act of running down deer, monopoly on virtue, afield or anywhere else. 

you can’t shoot it for fear of being sued by its owner. You 

are supposed to call a warden and have him take care of | intend to move to one of nine northern Wisconsin coun- 
the dog. But by the time a warden gets there the dog is ties: Douglas, Bayfield, Ashland, Iron, Vilas, Oneida, Forest, 
miles away. Florence or Marinette. 

Don't think | am a dog hater. | have a dog and love her. What can you tell me about poisonous or dangerous 
But | do not expect my neighbors to put up with my dog plants, insects, reptiles and animals in these counties? 
running on their land. And by the way, my dog does have a RONALD DAVINROY 
collar and tags — even though she never leaves our Belleville, Illinois 

property. Sipe Wisconsin is home to both Massasauga and timber rattle- 
What can a person do to get legislation passed to control snakes, but there are none in any of the far northern coun- 

these dogs? If owners don’t care enough about their dogs to ties you name. The state has no other poisonous or 

put a collar and identification on them, then they shouldn’t dangerous reptiles of any sort, north or south. 

have dogs at all. Dogs that run wild are not to blame — the Probably the most-poisonous insects are common bees 

people who own them are. and wasps, which are only mildly so. Although all spiders 
MRS. RUTH WILLIAMSON, Coleman have some sort of poison, none here are dangerous. Of 
Wardens report that dogs chasing deer are one of the course, someone allergic to a specific insect toxin could be 

most frustrating of all calls to answer, for the very reasons in trouble if stung or bitten. 

you mention. By the time they get to the scene the dogs are Better try a good field guide for information about plants. 
long-gone, perhaps leaving only a bloody, disemboweled but 
still living deer to deal with. Yet rarely is the problem severe ee 
enough or the pack of domestic-dogs-gone-wild large The article written by John Beth titled ‘‘Spot and plot for 

enough to merit mounting an expensive full-scale attack trophy fish” was excellent. | have fished these streams in 
against them. spring and fall but never with flies. 

/f you think the situation merits legal attention, contact | would like to know a commercial source where the flies 
your local legislator or Conservation Congress member. mentioned in the article can be purchased. 
They might be willing to sponsor a new law or rule dealing MARK C. VOSKUIL, Green Bay 
with the problem. Author John Beth says that the Babine Special is not a 

common fly, but that any good tackle shop catering to fly 

Just a note to say that Wisconsin Natural Resources fishermen should stock or be able to order them for you. if 

magaziiens really great, the articles super. Keep up the oe “i ee fe ae oo, re efeess a 

Coole - He also says ‘they Te particularly simple to tie, once you 
CAC EIRELGOSK Albi nGlidden know how. Beth himself makes an equally workable 

facsimile by threading or tying soft-plastic imitation salmon 

eggs onto a sharp hook. 
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he Readers Write Ce er 

Your article on hunter’s choice permits shows that you Your magazine deserves an outstanding award of appre- 

think you are dealing with a really dumb public and that you ciation for making the endangered and threatened plant 

can get away with anything that suits your purposes. It is identifications available to us. You sure do some informative 

true that many do not get permits because of the small work in this DNR magazine. | am proud to be a Badger — 
number given out compared to the larger total number of and proud of our Wisconsin as a state! 

applications. But some will also not be successful because How well we protect and appreciate our living wild plants 
of the inadequate awarding method. This should have been surely requires that each and every one of us be aware of 

stated. the problem of destroying their habitats and environments. 

Only a one-year preference is being used. Those that did Too few people give a hoot these days for anything that 
not get a permit in either of the past two years have no bears resemblance to humanity and environment. Such a 

better chance of being successful this year than those that loss to our nation! | am thankful to each and every one who 
got one in 1980. Only those that got a permit in 1981 will be cares! 

excluded. If this method is continued, it will be possible for a Thank you ever so much for the ‘‘flora.”” 
few to get a permit every other year, while some can apply JEAN TARMAN, Turtle Lake 
every year and never be successful. 

The discussion of all the people that paid fines because | am writing in regard to your small article on white peli- 
they lied about receiving a permit the year before is a sham. cans a few issues back. | happened to observe 11 white 

If the awarding was done as it should be, all this would be pelicans while muskie fishing on Silver Lake near Laona in 
unnecessary. Those not eligible would be found in one Forest County on June 10. This was late for such a sighting 
computer pass over the applications. Those that never got and made me wonder if these great birds might be nesting 
one could be awarded first, followed by those with the in our fine state. 

longest elapsed time. The effort expended on finding all Needless to say, the pelicans were the highlight of a 
those who lied on the application could have been more muskie-less day. 

wisely applied doing the job as it should have been in the MARK J. MUSIAL, Green Bay 

first place. 

Your readers deserve an apology. | don’t buy the expla- Ra oe Ry a SS ia SBCA 5 Cems See ee 
nation that this is being done as the legislature specified. Like many other Americans, | have put in a wood burner 

The legislature merely endorsed the DNR recommendation. to supplement my furnace. Also like many Americans | 

The blame should be placed where it belongs. The situation found that without a steady supply of wood | cannot use the 
should be corrected before the 1982 drawing. wood heater. Of course, there are sources from which to 

The truth will ultimately surface. This is a fact that your purchase split firewood, but the cost overrides any savings 
bureaucratic existences will acknowledge eventually. You gained by burning wood. 
can’t fool all of the people all of the time. Everybody will Can you supply me with a list of state lands on which a 

eventually know the truth about your handling of hunter person can collect or cut dead wood for use in the home? | 

choice permits. understand such land is available and that there is now a 

LAWRENCE KRAK, Gilman cost for this wood. 

You're right that it’s theoretically possible to keep track RICHARD LOKKEN, Beloit 
of who has received or not received hunter's choice permits Fuelwood is now sold by bid like other timber sales. For 

over an infinite period of time, then award the licenses to information, contact your local DNR office and ask to be put 
those who go longest without getting one. in touch with the area forester. 

But the computer system and the input time for doing so 

would be horrendous — at least five times more than now —_—_—_—L—"-"-'__———_—_— 

being spent, according to some estimates. That cost would November-December 1982 @ Volume 6, Number 6 
either have to be added onto the price of deer licenses or 

fiched trom the operating budgets of game farms, hatch- Oo ee i ee oes 
eries or other wildlife management programs. magazine is evsteined through paid subscriptions, No tax monies or license monies are 

. But you're noe, that the preference system Wes ONF's ¥ Subscription rates are: $6.97 per year, $11.97 for two years and $15.97 for three 
idea. The preference idea was tacked on in the legislature, years. Single copies $1.50. Notification of address changes must include mailing label and 

not recommended by DNR. DNR had drawn up a system Natural Resources, P.6. box 718i; Mesicon, Wieconem S707, 
under which every hunter took an equal chance every year. Second-class postage paid at Madison, Wisconsin 

Here's the law: (Sec. 29.108) “the department shall give —_,.armisin is iano eptt wih pore ee aria 
first preference in drawings to residents who applied for but welcome, but the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources assumes no responsibility 

were not issued permits in the preceding year, and 2nd pret. ‘Sse Sf damage to unsolicited manuscrips or iueraive mater. Viewpoints o 
erence to all other residents.”” Board or Department. 

Natural Resources Board Joseph Decker Department of Natural 
SSS eee EE ‘Green Bay Resources: 

| just finished reading the new publication ; Hunter s Medeor: Ce ae Cromer 
Almanac, 1982.” This is one of the best publications I’ve Daniel O. Trainer Donald Haldeman Andrew Damon 

seen produced. It is very factual, clear, easy to understand Sie oe Reyna Klsacowek cateccomn 
and informative. In addition, the author was able to integrate bicnerdy arene Rhinelander Executive Assistant 
some environmental philosophy into the articles giving them Secretary 

both an informative and an educational purpose. Editor + J. Wolfred Taylor 

My compliments. You did an excellent job conveyin - ae f i 
complex and involved hunting information to the ae of culation = f foduetan OAC EIS Stones 

Wisconsin. Eaitoral Assistant © Robin 2 Irwin 
DANIEL O. TRAINER, Dean 5 
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Madst one Ss. Hunters stopped looking for 
madstones when the magic 
disappeared. But they’re a rarer 
trophy than a 10 point buck. 

GAYLE STEINER, Freelance Writer, eee. 
Madison yf 

ti 

Folk medicine grew out of the frightful oe 
need of people for cures to sometimes ‘ os Mn 5 
horrible, bewildering, often fatal Ne lA es j 
diseases. Many of the remedies derive X i e' 
from ancient magic, based upon the effi- te ~ : 
cacy of some rare and exotic artifact. \ 

Such was the fabled unicorn horn, aS -* ) 
believed by popes and princes to be the “i 

infallible antidote for deadliest poisons. a7 \ , } 
Though any cure was sheer chance, it JN a / 
seemed miraculous and worked often ; v4 ~ ) Veterinarian Dr. A.M. 
enough to become engrained in many ~ McDermid holds a bezoar 
cultures. . from the rumen of a cow. He 

Close second to unicorn magic was | es) oe elpallard 
the bezoar, a stonelike accretion, rareas | / i Bate! ts attributes no magic powers to 
moondust, found in the forestomach of \ / \ . eae nero nes aune ce 
certain ruminants including deer. Belief \ ” ; es hee never founda Ha 
in the curative powers of bezoar stones i ae ob Z | bezoar. Photo by Dean Tvedt. 
goes back to the middle ages and ai -* ] z 
ancient Persia where early travelers saw es 

them used to draw the poison from Pe ee 
snake bites. ‘‘Bezoar’’ comes from a ss gt ie " Ei we east), 

Persian word that means “against ia . iit Pech 
poison.” The stones were reportedly é fee IN ys Ree ; 
cleansed for reuse by being soaked for Recati t eats eh oe 1 ‘FS eee ce 
10 to 12 hours in milk, preferably Sousssse-t a we Peet 
woman’s milk. They were found in the sips cic igap oer ee 
rumens of the bezoar antelope in India 
and bezoar goats in Iran. Mideasterners book, Wisconsin Lore: county. The madstone clung to his bite 
believed these animals produced the “Madstones were used by pioneers in _ for 31 hours, letting loose its grip four 
stones as a natural defense against the the 1830's to cure dog and snake bites. times to be soaked in milk. The 
many poisonous snakes that lived there. They were gray-brown and about the madstone owner charged a grand total 

By the 16th century when the magic size of marbles. The stone was applied of three dollars for three days of care for 
of the bezoar had filtered into Europe, to the wound to which it adhered tightly both James and his horse, including 
they were thought to be a nearly until supposedly full of poison, when it those intensive 31 hours. 
universal antidote for any poison. But in would drop off. Then it was soaked in Two madstones are on display in 

England and the colonies, bezoars warm fresh milk or lukewarm water until Wisconsin at the Fort Crawford Medical 
developed a particular affinity for curing poison came to the top in little bubbles. Museum in Prairie du Chien. At one time 
hydrophobia and hence were named The madstone was applied repeatedly to they belonged to James Nelson Borah 

“madstones.” Governor John Winthrop the wound until no poison was left. of North Lancaster. The museum says 
of the Massachusetts Bay Colony owned When the wound was thoroughly they came from the stomach of a deer 

one. He used it to treat his pilgrims and cleansed, the stone dropped away. An and ‘“‘in the mid-1800’s were used to 
bequeathed it to his son, who did the early settler, Wash Ellis, had a draw poison from mad dog bites in the 

same. madstone. He charged $25.00 a treat- Boice Prairie country. Boice Prairie 
Before modern medical science, ment and did a thriving business. People —_ country is on the road to Dubuque in 

hydrophobia was so dread a disease, came from miles around and Ellis kept Grant County.”’ A foundation of the 

victims often preferred immediate death more than busy. (Deer madstones are State Medical Society owns the museum 

to its agony. Until Louis Pasteur devel- best.) ” which inherited the two bezoars from 

oped anti-rabies inoculations in 1885, a Sometimes the treatment went on for Lela Smith, an artist from the Borah side 
madstone was the only treatment. hours. In Texas in 1875, W. M. James of the family. Both are polished and a 

Folklore historian and author was bitten by a mad dog and rode drilled hole in one suggests it may have 

Robert Gard described its use in his immediately to a madstone in the next been worn as a charm. 
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a Wisconsin madstones. The large one on the 
left is from a cow. The two at the top are the 

Borah madstones from North Lancaster, and A calcareous Kentucky madstone. Different from the smooth, spherical bezoars, this type is 
the one split into three pieces at the bottomis apparently not found in the rumen and may actually be a kidney or gallstone. Photo by John 
from the Geology Museum at the U-W Wilson, Courtesy of Kentucky Happy Hunting Ground. 
Madison. Photo by Dean Tvedt 

Ces eee Wes 
The Geology Museum at UW-Madison an Ses pe SOE 

has had a bezoar for about 10 years. It tel PLES ye & 
came from Wendell J. Beckwith, Jr., a Eyer Bite seer #2 ue es 
graduate student who obtained it from ee ai Ont Oey Na aS 
his father. When Beckwith and Museum ON ee le og <> : 
Director Klaus Westphal cracked the Ba ite Bag, TE a) 
stone open, they found it had formed Ci cane aster tae x Meehan? x * 
around what appears to be a moose NE OE Bees ME Me 
tooth. From what is known about bezoar > ote, Pe: Si Py oe “ Ae > 
origins, this seems typical of one kind. It te ee ey Tee 2) Na ee 1 Mee aie se 

builds up in a ruminant’s stomach Qe gd EU MRC Leg Maen ih oe 
around a foreign object, much like a Bi! tank ne ARM Fe tat naaet Ges 
pearl in an oyster. The nucleus may be at Eye hep ye \ ie ae % Sap fe 
wood, metal, hair, bone or some other dai Be. sen ng i? re ea ay git o fe if 
material not ordinarily ingested. Another Be) or em ee go Str Oe Tene e a a e 
kind of madstone is a sort of honey- B20 Sei es Ot es a fee ee a 
combed accretion, much different in Peas, aN ey aN cauaene Re ge ar Gs " Be 
texture from the smooth, spherical su. By Fn syle ON el ¢: ZOF 0! GB , 
rumen type. These look something like 4 Pte eo OR oll gsr Ligh a ee fale. en 

the cuttlebone hung in cages for birds to " bes ANN Tile BES MGS I) I, Mh eae fe ge em 
sharpen their beaks on and are probably Te ns, Oe a Rhee Ae: OE BEE Ee 

either kidney or gallstones. Ne RO BOE MS Begg DLN gp 
Beckwith said his father may have en 2 x g4 é gle -@ eee PS Ne jet 

obtained the Geology Museum stone au re giv pile eee One BEE ge ane HG 
from the Ojibwa Indians in Central fe ee Cen ee meee He gic Ue a os RP ‘eH 
Ontario, about 150 miles north of Lake 8 Sie SPS te Ae SE EOS Mie: CE es oA 
Superior. In his book, The Deer of North i pe asta * ¢? 2G Fp Bi te et TS 4 
America, Walter P. Taylor says Native 5 alee et Fs a AE ee eG ws en if € ali 

Americans did indeed use bezoars. ; i / oa $ ? g 
According to Taylor, they were called _ " 
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“beazle’’ stones and believed to come author was able to turn up only the Ellis When cracked open, the Canadianbezoar > 

from the deer’s esophagus. Taylor says and Borah madstones and not much from the U-W Madison Geology Museum was 
that when a beazle stone was “found about their use. More doubtless exist. found to have formed around a moose tooth. 
thrown up by a deer wounded by a The most fabled bezoar of the Bezoals ould ub the summer atolibe a ras 

hunter, it was carefully preserved and western world was the one immortalized ace, ee ek vs Sey eee 

worn around the neck next to the skin by Sir Walter Scott in his novel, The : 
for its presumed curative value in rheu- Talisman. It’s actual name was the “‘Lee —_ gifts, sometimes worth 10-times their 
matism or heart trouble.” Penney,’ so called after the country weight in gold. The Shah of Persia gave 

Probably no one in Wisconsin today place of its owner in Clydesdale. Napoleon three in the early 1800's, but 
ever saw a madstone used, but a few According to legend, during the Third when Napoleon found out they came 

residents in the Rosholt area still Crusade, Scottish Sir Simon Lockhart from an animal’s stomach, he burned 
remember Edwin Erickson, an ‘unofficial took an Arabian commander of high them. Other early historic records show 
veterinarian’ who saved bloated cows rank as prisoner. The commander's many bezoars given as gifts — in 11th 
with his knife and carried bezoars in his mother brought a ransom to buy her century Chinese courts, to Pope Gregory 
bag. Kenosha resident Alfred Miller son’s freedom. But as she removed the XIll in the 16th century and to the Arch- 
recalls that madstones were used in his money from her purse, a small pebble duke of Tuscany in 1682. 
native Oklahoma and claims, ‘“‘They accidentally dropped to the ground. But even in olden days, doubters 

worked!’’ He remembers one man who Seeing her exceptional concern, Sir arose. In the 1500’s, Charles IX of 
took no chances. The man insisted on Lockhart demanded the stone as part of France was presented with a bezoar he 
the rabies vaccine and the madstone, the ransom. Reluctantly, the Arab proudly cherished. However, his progres- 

too, “just in case.” Erickson says woman relinquished it and at the same sive physician, Ambrose Pare’ insisted it 

people began making fun of madstones time explained its medical use. Her was hokum. So the king tried it out on a 

and their use died out. bezoar had magic powers that cured not —_gonvicted criminal. A cook who had 
In the southern states, records of only mad dog bites, but also many other __ stolen two silver plates and was to be 

madstone use for rabies are as recent as__—_ dread diseases of both people and hanged next day gladly agreed to try 

the 1930’s and 40's. A story last animals. Instead of being applied directly poison and a chance at life. The 

summer in Kentucky’s fish and wildlife to a bite or powdered and consumed, condemned man was given a drink of x 

magazine, Happy Hunting Ground tells the Lee Penney was soaked in water for bichloride of mercury followed by 
that during the Great Depression a boy the afflicted to drink. It was so powerful, ground-up bezoar stone. After an excru- 

named Paul Curry was bitten by a mad residents of Newcastle sent for it to use ciating seven hours of retching, cold 

dog at Columbia, Kentucky. He was against the Plague. In the 18th century, sweats, and bleeding from the ears, 
taken to the “Jim Dulworth’ stone. The the Presbyterian Assembly at Glascow nose and mouth, the poor soul died. 
stone stuck to the wound three times condemned a number of amulets but Strangely enough, Charles IX ordered 
and “‘each time turned the milk green.” took no action against the Lee Penney the stone burned, not because he 
Curry is alive today. But the Dulworth because words “‘such as sorcerers use” thought bezoars were a fraud, but 

stone, and most others, had their ups did not accompany treatment and because he thought this particular one 
and downs. The story goes on to say because it had ‘‘pleased God to give to to be a counterfeit. Bezoars commanded 
that Floria and Presteen Fogg were stones and herbs a special virtue for such a high price counterfeiting was : 

tying their shoes one day “when a rabid _ healing of many infirmities in man and frequent. During the reign of Charles | in 
cat bit her on the hand and her husband __ beast.” The dark red, triangular stone, England, a goldsmith was prosecuted for 

on the finger. He put his finger in his set in what appeared to be an selling counterfeits for 100 pounds. 
mouth and he had a bad tooth.” The Edward First shilling was credited with As early as 1775, England’s famed 
Dulworth stone cured her, ‘‘but he died cures for some 600 years after its curmudgeon, critic and dictionary 
with rabies.” A bezoar found near capture and for untold years while it was author, Dr. Samuel Johnson, noted that 
Dassel, Minnesota, sometime prior to still in the mideast. 
1895 was used only once in Kentucky For centuries, bezoars were kingly 

but apparently not in time, “‘for the MiNadetone tomer 

woman died of rabies.” Kentucky also SS owned byartist ee 

reports on the Edmunds madstone, oe : Smith. It was used to 
obtained in the 1800's by ae % a treat mad dog bites in 
Edmund Edmunds who traded a cow for oO > the Boice Prairie 
it. A reader told the Kentucky magazine, a .~ = _—scountryin the 

. “My mother, born in 1913, can : ie mid-1800's. The hole in 
remember when people would come by : os the top suggests it may 
the house asking the way to the e : seas alee BEOLE INTE 
madstone.”” She told of a man who S * ee 2 OAT. Photoby Dean Todt 
reached the:madstone too late and died ‘ 3 eee 
in agony. ow * tives) 3 Bezoars or Madstones > 

But many madstones were renowned | —__ froma deer (a white 
for their cures. Records kept by owners ee §=— eer Was best) were 
of the famed Nelson Madstone of ee, $= S08ked in warm milk i 4 f ==~—_ then applied to the 
Savannah, Missouri go back 100 years / sound left by the bite 
and detail places, names and dates on FS soo rabid animal. In 
more than 1,500 persons it treated. JF ~—_ folk medicine they 
According to the ledger, all but one J = —s were reputed to draw 
recovered. Other renowned bezoars a 7 == —_out the poison and 
belonged to Virginia plantation owners Pigs eee re sometimes Used 
and many family histories there record fey eee SS eC shabepiles co) 
hundreds of applications, most of which | Oe FiKonucey Manpy tuning 
were successful. In Wisconsin, the ane ce Se ee ce OS: Grounds, 
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the medical profession was beginning to _ retired veterinarian who once worked for of diseases, such as distemper, some- 
see bezoars as entirely without efficacy. the old Conservation Department, says times mimic rabies, and may have led 

Still they continued to carry enough that he and his veterinarian father autop- _—early victims to assume their attacker 

popular credence that an English physi- _ sied hundreds of deer during their careers __ was rabid. In addition, not everyone 

cian conducted controlled experiments and never found a bezoar. However, bitten by a rabid animal gets rabies. Up 
with them in 1903. The results were McDermid has found a number of them to 50% don’t. So the old madstone 

negative. in cattle as hairballs. treatment probably had at least a toss- 

Today, although the medical prowess Although science has now repudiated of-the-dice chance of seeming to affect a 

of madstones has been discredited, they the bezoar, how can centuries of cure. That, plus faith, is the essence of 

still have value as rare historic artifacts. | recorded successful treatment be folklore. And that’s what madstones are 
An Illinois man refused $4,000 for his in explained? First, it seems apparent that all about. 
1976. Even though deer hunters have most of the animals that bit people who Any more madstones? Magazine 

long since stopped looking for them, were afterwards treated by madstones, y lie Sie 6 a 
: A a & readers are inyited to share their 

their scarcity remains a fact. One study probably didn’t have rabies at all. Lnowledve of uiadetonc usc: 

in Georgia found only one madstone in _ Bill Kurth, head of the Rabies Unit at the y s 2 Sees 
. Wisconsin. Write: Madstones, DNR 

500 deer rumens. Another in the south- State Laboratory of Hygiene, says that M “ = 
; o 5 : Magazine, Box 7921, Madison, 

east, found only one in 1500. only 13% of the tests his unit conducts WI 53707 

Dr. A. M. McDermid of Middleton, a _ are positive. He points out that a number 3 
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; |g Anyone desiring the application of a MAD STONE can 

: secure kame by calling on me at my home 2} miles from Camp- 

: | bellsville, on Greensburg dirt road. 

| J.M. G bell ISCrip- | « © amp ec 9 Z & 
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